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Introduction.
Systems of q-differential equations have been studied for at least a century by flIther
cl assical rncthods involving lots of computations and producing cumbersome formulas.
With thc appearance of quantized enveloping algebras, q-elifferential equations anel operators becanle very popular, since they were regarded, at the beginning, as principal
characters of a future qualltizcd D-Inodule theory. The general expectation was that,
for any silnple Lie algebra, there exist quantized versions of thc flag variety and of the
principal hOlnogenious space, 0 therwisc callecl the 'base affine space' (cf. [GK], [B BI]) ,
and an analog of thc canollical homomorphislll of the quantizecl enveloping algebra into
the algebra of differential operators on the base affine space. This homomorphism should
iInply the so-callecl 'localization construction' [BBI], [Be] which realizes representations
of a quantizecl enveloping algebra as 1110dules over (twisted) differential operators on the
flag variety. Anel the algebras of (twisted) differential operators on the flag varieties were
expected to be 'locally' isolnorphic to the algebras of q-differential operators.
Quantized analogs of the flag variety [TT], [LaR] , [So] and a quantized version of thc
base affine space [Jo] were proposecl.
But, with thc cxccption of the (quantizcd) Sl2-case investigated by T. Hodges [H], qdifferential operators do not provide the local picture for any version of Bernstein-Beilinson
'localization construction' . As weIl as other, quite interesting, analogs 0 f Wey1 algebra.c;
(see [Ha], [Ma]).
Thus two qucstions arise:.
(a) What are differential operators on 'quantized spaces'?
(b) What is a natural quantizecl version of the Beilinson-Bernstein localization constrllction?
.
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Answering to these questions was thc motivation to unelel·take this work.
In this paper, we explain what are differential operators on general associative rings.
Since thc known cxaInples of 'quantized spaces' are (identifieel with) algebras of certain
type, or 'projective spaces' associated with them, this SeCIl1S to give an answer to the
question (a) above, at least for affine spaces. However, this is not exactly the case.
The point is that quantized 'spaces', in particular, quantized enveloping algebras, are
algebras in ccrtain, naturally related to thenl, ul0noiclal categories. Thus, a quantized
enveloping algebra Uq(g) is an algebra in the monoidal category of Zr-gradecl Inodules,
where r is the rank of the Lie algebra 9 . A choke of a quasi-sYllllnetry ß (Le. a solution of
the Yang-Baxter eqllation) in any Il1onoidal category C- detcnnines a differential calculus
in this monoidal catcgory. And after a quasi-symlIletry ß is fixed, any (not necessarily)
finite set X of invcrtible objects of C~ deternünes a Hopf algebra Uß,x in C-. The quantizeel algebras by Drinfeld alld Jirnbo are particular cases of this construction. Using this
setting, one can elefine the 'base affine space', the Hag variety, anel the Beilinson-Bernstein
construction for quantized and 'classical' enveloping algcbra.~ Silllultaneously. Note that
everything is going on inside of thc lllonoidal category C- (of gracled modules) which, therefore, can be rcgarcled as a natural universum of the theory. The same way as thc monoidal
category of super (i.c. Z/2Z-brraded) vector spaces can bc viewed as a natural universum
of super-Inathelllatics.
Below follows alllore detailcd account on the contcnts of this paper.
Section 1 is a continuation of Introduction. We rernind shortly the conventional,
Grothenclieck's, differential calculus [Gr]. Thcn wc cxplain how the approach should be
nlodified to obtain thc notion of a differential operator on a noncommutative ring. Finally,
wc give, for a rcader's convcnicnce, Cl. short outline of sOlne of the basic notions and rcsults
of this paper anel its continuation with a Inore algebraic (and less geoInetric) ring-theoretic
flavor than in thc l11ain body of the work.
The conventional D-ca1culus deals with quasi-coherent sheaves of differential algebras
on ascheme. We switch to a noncoInlnutative picture by idcntifying a schenlc X = (X, 0)
with the category A = .Qcof:J x of quasi-coherent sheaves on X, and replacing quasi-coherent
(sheaves of) algebras R with the monads R®o in A. Thus, abclian categories in this work
are thought as categories of quasi-eohercnt sheaves on ascheIne. Following this dictionary,
(closed) subschclues of a 'scheIne' Aare identified with a certain class of topologizing
subcategories of A. We outline this philosophy (togethel' with prelinlinaries on topologizing
subcategories) in Section 2.
In Section 3, we introduce sonle of the first not ions of fonnal differential geometry,
like formal neighborhood and the conormal bundle of a 'subscheme'.
In Seetion 4, differential endofunctors and monads appeal'.
In Section 5, we apply the general approach to the category R - mod of left modules
over an associative ring R. In particular, we definc differential operators from onc R-modulc
to another.
Section 6 is concerned with properties of differential bilnodules anel algebras with
respect to localizations. It is known that differential bilnodules, in particular differential
algebras (in thc sense of [BB]) over a cOlnnlutative ring R behave weIl with respect to
localizations at finitely generated multiplicative subsets in R. This rncans that such a
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localization of a differential bimodule has a natural structure of a differential bimodule over
the localized ring. We establish much stronger properties in the general, noncomluutative,
case. However, in order to obtain naturallocalization properties in noncommutative setting
we have to switch to derived categories already in thc affine case.
In 'Colllpiementary facts' we discuss the localization of D-Illodules at points of the
spectrum and a suggestive analog of thc D-affinity of endofuncto1's.
We were trying to introduce in this paper the Inain ideas anel SOllle facts used in the
next part of the work. In particular we rnake rno1'e stress on categorical and gcornetrical
point of view than is strictly necessary to obtain the rnain results of the paper.
In oreler to show the direction of the fllther developlnent, we will sketch here the
contents of the next two parts of this work which sha11 appeal' in the subsequent paper.
In Part 11, we extend and apply facts of the previous sections to sketch D-calculus in
Illonoidal categories.
After introducing general constructions anel SOllle of basic facts of module theory in
luonoidal categories, we describe the algebra of differential operators on a skew polynomial
algebra. The latter is regardccl as a 'comlllutative' algebra in the lllonoiclal category of zr_
graded modules over a commutative ring K with a fixed syrllmetry. We call it sometimes,
by abusc of language, an affine s]Jace.
After that we define an 'affine algebra' whcn instead of a sYlllrlletry in the monoidal
category of Zt -graded modules we have a qllasi-symruetry, ß. In this case, the 'affine
algebra' appeares together with the ß- Weyl algebra of differential operators on it.
The third part of the work is declicatecl to the eonstruetion of Hopf algebras naturally
assoeiatecl with a quasi-symmetry. We define Hopf algebras in a quasi-SYlllllletric eategory
anel discuss same of relevant examples.
Fix a nlonoidal category and its symlnet1'Y a. Given a quasi-symmetry ß, we ean
construet Weyl algebras (in the sense of Part 11) whieh are ß-Hopf algebras. Our goal is to
'extcnd' them naturally to a-Hopf algebras. This is possible to do nnder eertain natural
requirelllcnts whieh are satisfied in all known eases of interest.
We study Hopf actions and erosseel products in monoidal categories. A special ease
of this eonstruetion is the 'affine base spaee' for any (quantized) enveloping algebra of a
reduetive or Kae-Moody Lie algebra.
We eonstruet, in an arbitrary rllonoidal eategory, a Weyl algebra assoeiated with a
bilincar form and a quasi-syrnmetry.
Then we study relations between quasi-synulletries, the Translation gr01Lp (- thc group
of isomorphy classes of invertible objeets), anel the fundamental group of our monoidal
eategory.
As a result of this study, we eonstruet Hopf algebras assoeiated with a quasi-syrllilletry.
This way we obtain a falllily of Hopf algcbras with a quasi-synuuetry playing the role of a
parameter. The quantized enveloping algebra." by Drinfeld and .J irnbo are particular cases
of this eonstruetion.
We eonclucle with a short presentation of a quantized version ofthe Bcilinson-Bernstein
loealization construetion.
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1. Grothendieck's differential calculus
and its noncommutative version.
1.0. Differential bimodules and differential rings. First we rccall shortly thc differential calculus on commutative rings and scheInes following [BB].
Fix a commutative ring k. If not specified otherwise, ® Ineans 0k.
Let R be a commutative k-algebraj and let M be an R-biInodule such that, for any
z E M and any A E k, A' Z = z· A. The binlodulc M can be regarded as an R0R-module.
For any r E R, define thc cndomorphisIll ad r of thc binlodulc M (- the adjoint action
of r) by ad" (z) = r . z - z . r for all z E M.
An incrcasing filtration {Mi I i ;::: -I} on M is called a D-filtration if M-l = 0 and
adr(Mi ) ~ Mi-l for all r E Rand i ;::: O.
There is the largest (with respcct to the inclusion) D-filtration M.- on M defined by
M i- := {z E M I adr(z) E M i-- 1 for all r E R}l i ;::: O. The subbiIllodule M- := Ui;:::O M i- is
called the differential part of M. And M is called a differential birnodule if M- coincides
with M.
Let A be an associativc ring equipped with an algebra rnorphism i : R --tA. An
increasing ring filtration A. = {Ai I i ;::: -1} is called a D-ring filtratio'f1: if it is a Dfiltration of thc R-bimodule A such that i(R) ~ An and i(R) lies in the center of the
associatec1 graded algebra. One can observc that the largest D-filtration A~ on A is a
D-ring filtration. And i : R --+ A is called an R-differential algebra if A = A -, i.c. when
A is a differential R-bimodulc.
Note that, if we regard abimodule M as an R (9 R-Iuodule, M i- := {z E M I Zi+l Z =
O}, where I is thc kernel of thc multiplication 1'n : R (3) R --+R. It foIlows from this
description that the canonical D-filtration is cOlllpatible with localizations: for any t E R,
there are natural isomorphisms (Mi-)t ~ (Mt)~ ~ R t (9 M i- ~ M i- 0 R t . Here Mt denotes
the localizatioll of M at tj Lc. Mt := R t (3) M 0 R t ·
The cOIupatibility with localizations allows to globalize the notion of a differential
bimoduie. A differential bimodule on a schc7ne X is a qllasi-coherent sheaf M on X
having thc following properties:
(i) for any open U ~ X, M(U) is a differential tJx(U)-binlOdulcj
(ii) ifU is affine and t E CJx(U), then M(Ud ~ M(U)t.
If the scheIne X is locally noetherian, thc direct iIllage functor of the diagonal ~ :
X --+ X x X provides an equivalence betwecn the category Diff(X) of differential biInodules on X and the fuIl subcatcgory of thc catcgory Qcoh xxx of qua.'si-coherent sheaves on
X X X generated by shcavcs supported on the diagona.l.
A differential Ox-algeb1u (or D-algebra on X) is a sheaf of associative algebras on
X equipped with amorphisIll of algebras {, : CJ x ---+ A which Ina.kes A a differential
Ox-bimodulc.
For a D-algebra A on X, an A-module is a sheaf of A-Iuodules which is quasi-coherent
as an Ox-nloduie.
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1.0.1. Differential operators. Let X = (X, Ox) be a scheme over a commutative ring
k; and let Land N be quasi-coherent tJx-Illodules. A lJlOrphism f : L -----+ N of sheaves of
abelian groups is callcd a differential operator if, for any open affine U ~ X, the morphism
fu : L(U) ---+ N(U) lies in the differential part of the tJ(U)-biIllodule Homk(L(U), N(U)).
1.0.2. The same constructions don't work in the noncommutative case. Suppose
now that R is a noncollllllutative ring. We still have the adjoint action of R on any Rbimodule M, r H adr , r E R.
Note by passing that, for any z E M, the map (ul : R -----+ M, r H adr(z) is a
derivation of thc ring R in M; i.e. thc Leibniz's rnle hoIels:

ad1• ... (z) := rs· z - z·

TS

=

r . ad.. (z)

+ ad.. (z)

. r.

The elerivations r f---7 adr(z) are called inner derivntions in the bimodnle M. One
can check that the rnap ad : R ---+ Endk(lvI) , T H ad,., is a Lie algebra IllorphisIll (with
respect to comrnntators in R anel Endk(M)).
Having thc adjoint action of R, one can repeat thc constructions above. Namely,
define the canonicaI filtration of a biIllodule M by:

Again, identifying R-binlodules with R
opposite to R), one have:

(9

RO-Illoelllles (where RO denotes the ring

(1)
where :J is the kernel of the multiplication R 0 RO ---+R.
Note that, in general, M i- alld M- := Ui>O lvfi- are not R-bimodules: they have
a structure of binIoclules only over the center orR.. This indicates that the copying the
commutative constructions does not lead to adequate notions of a differential bimodule
and (therefore) a differential operator.
It shall beconle dear from what follows that thc failllre of a direct imitation of thc
commutative setting is duc to the fact that, for a noncollllllutative ring (this time we mean
R0RO), left ideals (in particular 'I) do not define a subschmllc and its formal neighborhood
in a way they do in the commutative case.
So that to find a 'right' notion of a differential operator one needs first to have an
adequate notion of a noncolllnlutativc subschCllle. 01' at least to understand what is the
diagonal.

1.0.3. The diagonal. For two lcft ideals, m anel n, of an associative unital ring A,
we write rn ~ 11, if there exists a finite set x of elcIIlCllts of A such that the left ideal
(m : x) := {b E A j bx C 7ft} is contained in n. The cquality ((m : x) : y) = (m : yx)
implies that ~ is apreorder on the set IlA of left ideals in A (cf. [R], Lerllllla 1.1.1).
Note that if m is a two-sided ideal, m ~ (171 : x) for any subset x C A which means
that m ~ n iff 171 ~n. In particular, the preorder ~ coinddes with ~ when the ring A is
commutative.
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Fix an associative (always unital) k-algebra R, and take A = R ® RO, where RO is the
k-algebra opposite to R. Denote by K jj thc kernel of the Inultiplication J.L : R ® RO ---+R.
One can check that KJ-L is a left ideal in R ® RO which is two-sided if and only if the
k-algebra R (hence R ® RO) is commutative (LeInnla 5.1 ancI Note 5.1.2).
As we have mentioncd in Introduction, a way to switch froIn the comllultative setting
to the noncommutative one is to replace scheInes by the categories of quasi-coherent sheaves
on these scheInes.
NaturaIly, the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the 'affine scheme' X corresponding to a k-algebra R shoulcI be R - mod.
The category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the affine scheIne X x X is (equivalent to)
the category R - bi of R-bitnodules which we identify, whcncver it is convenient, with
R ® RO - mod of left R ® RO-modules.
More gcnerally, if Y is an affine SChClllC isomorphic to Spec8 for anothcr k-algebra,
8, then thc category of quasi-coherent shcavcs on thc product X x Y is (equivalent to)
R ® 8° -7nod.
FinaIly, we define the (category of qllasi-coherent sheavcs on the) diagonal of X x X
as the full subcategory, ßR, of the category R®Ro -7T~od generated by all R®Ro-modules
M such that, for any z E M, K,-L :::;Ann(z).
Fix an R ® RO-module M. We caU an incrcasing filtration {Mi I i 2:: -1}, where all
Mi are R ® RO-submodules of M, a D-filtration if M-l = 0 anel M i /Mi - 1 E ObßR for all
i 2:: O. AncI we call an R®Ro-Illodule M differential if it has a D-filtration {Mi} such that

Ui>oMi=M.
- Every R ® RO-module contains the biggest differential SUbIllodule which is called the
differential part of M. For any two left R-nloelules, L anel N, thc k-module HOffik(L, N)
is naturally a R ® RO-module. In particular, it contains the biggest differential R ® ROsubmodule Dif !k(L, N). Morphisms from DiJ !k(L, N) are called differential operators
from L to N.
For readers' convenience, WB give in the next section an 'eleruentary' definition of
differential operators and ontline some of their Inain properties.

1.1. Adefinition and an outline of main properties of differential operators. Fix
an associative unital algebra R over a conunutativc ring k. Ir not specificd otherwise, ®
means ®k.
1.1.1. Definition. An R ® RO-nlodule M is differential Hf, for any finitely generated
submodu1c M' of M, there is an increasing finite filtration {Mi I -1 :::; i :::; n} such that
M-l = 0, Mn = M', and thc R ® RO-module Mi+1/Mi is a. sllbquotient of a finite direct
surn of copies of R.
A differential R-algcbra is an algebra nlorphism R ---+ 8 which rnakcs S a differential
R ® RO-Il1odule.
1.1.2. Proposition. Any R ® RO-module M contains the biggest differential submodule,
Mdiff' callcd the differential part of'M. Thc correspondencc M I---t Mdiff is functorial:
for any R ® RO-module 7norphism <p : M ---+ N, <p(Mdiff) ~ Ndiff.
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In particulaI', for any pair of R-nloelulcs, L anel N, thc R ® RO-Inoelulc HOffik(L, N)
contains the biggest differential submodule Dif fk (L, N). Morphisms from Dil fk(L, N)
are called (k -linear) differential operators from, L to N.

1.1.3. Proposition. (a) If M and M' are differential R ® RO-modules, then their tensor
product over R, the R ® RO -module M ® n M', is differential too.
(b) For any ring 1uorphism R -:+ B, the differentinl part of the R ® RO -module B is
a subring of B,o i. e. Bdif f is a differential R-algebra.
In partieular, for any left R-module L, the R ® RO -1nodule Dif fk (L, L) of differential
operators from L to L is (L differential R- algebra.

If L = R, we shall write Dk(R), 01' sinlply D(R), instead of Dif fk(R, R) and call
D k (R) the algebra of (k-lincar) differential OlJerators on R.
Probably, the most significant property of differential R®Ro-Inodules and algebras (in
particular, algebras of differential operators) is their cornpatibility with localizations which
we establish in Section 6. One of thc conscquences (and special cases) of this compatibility
is the following assertion (which is a particular case of Proposition 6.5.1):

1.1.4. Proposition. Let R -r R' be an algebra rn 0 r7Jhism. such that the functor Q =
R' ® R is an exaet localization and R' is fiat as a left R-1nod1lle too. (fOT instance, R' is the
loealization of R at a right and left Ore set). Then
(a) For any differential R ® RO -module lvI , the fnnetor M ® n is eompatible with the
localization Q = R'®n. And Q 0 (M®n) ~ Al'®RI, where Al' = R' ®n M ®R R'. The
eanonieal (R', R)-bimodule morphism R' ®n M ---+ R' 0n M ®R R' is an isomorphism.
(b) If M E Ob/:)..};) , i. e. if M is a differential R @ RO -module of n-tlt order, then the
R' ® RO -rnodule M' has the same order: M' E Ob.6.. ~~) .
(c) Let cp : R --+ A be a differential algebra (i. e. cp is a k-algebra morphism turning
A into a differential R ® RO-module. Then R' ®R A has ft unique k-algebra strueture such
that the canonieal maps A ---+ R' 0R. A f-- R' are k-algcbra rnorphisms. And R' ®R. A is
a differential R' ® RO -rnodule.

Thc following Proposition (6.5.2 in thc Inain body of the text) shows that, under
the conditions of Proposition 1.1.4, any differential bhllodule over the localized ring is the
localization of a differential bimodulc.

1.1.5. Proposition. Let R ---+ R' be an algebra morphisrn such that the functor

Q = R'®R : R - mod -r R.' - '1rtod
is an exact localization und the R' is flat as a Zeft R-rnodule. Let M' be a differential
R' ® R'o -rnodule. A nd let M := Q ~ (M') di f f (i. e. M is the differential part 0 f the R ® RO module M'). Then the eanonical morphism cp : R' ®R. M ---+ M' is an isomorphism of
R 0 RO-modules. Moreover, the isomorphisrn cp induee8, for any 11, 2: 0, an isomorphisrn
R'Q9 R M n --+M~, wher'eM~ (resp. Mn) denotes the.6..~.~+l)- (resp ..6..~+l)_) torsion of
M' (resp. of M).

The restrietions on a localization can be considerably weakened if differential bhnodules and operators are replaced by strongly differential ones.
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1.1.6. Strongly differential bimodules and operators. Wc eall an R ® RO-module
M is strongly differential iff, for any finitcly gcneratcd sublnodulc M' of M, there is an
inereasing fini te filtration {Mi I -1 ::; i ::; n} S lieh that M -1 = 0, Mn = M', and thc
R ® RO-module Mi+1/Mi is a quotient of a finite clircet SUfi of eopies of R.
Clearly any strongly differential bimoclule is differential. If the base ring R is COlnmutative, then the converse statement is true: these two dasses coincide. In thc general case,
one can characterize differential birnodules in terms of strongly differential ones:
1.1.6.1. Proposition. An R®Ro-module is differential iff it is a submodule of a strongly
differential R ® RO -module.

(This is a corollary of Proposition 5.11.4.3.)
The exact analogs of Propositions 1.1.2 anel 1.1.3 hold for strongly differential bitnodnIes. We denote strongly differential·operators on a k-algebra R by D~(R) 01' simply by
Dß(R)

Strongly differential R ® RO-rnodules which are ftat 3...'3 left R-lnodules are compatible
with any exact localizatiollS. In particulaI', wc have thc following assertion (Proposition
6.5.4.1):
1.1.6.2. Proposition. Let R

-r R'

be an algebra 1nor]Jhism such that the functor

R'®R : R - moll ---t R' - Tnod
is an exact localization ('lay the ring R' is the localizatiun of R (Lt a left Ore set). Then
(a) The action 01 D ß (R) on R extends naturally to an action on R' giving a canonical
ring homomorphism D tJ (R) ---t D1.l (R') which induces (L left R' -1nodule isomorphism

(b) For any Dß(R)-module M, the R'-module R' ®n M has a natural, in particular
compatible with D1.l (R) ---t D ß (R'), structure of a D!l (R') -modnle.
(c) Ifthe ringR' is such that thefunctor®R.R': rnorl-R ---t mod-R' is a localization
(e.g. R' is the localization of R at a left and right Ore set), then we also get an induced
right R'-module isomorphism D 5 (R) ®R R' ---+ D1.l(R').

Let us point out an irnportant conncction with envcloping algebras. Let k be a commutative ring. Let U k (g) = U(g) be the ellveloping k-algebra of a Lie algebra g. Recall
that U(g) is a Hopf algebra. There is a following assertion (Proposition 5.10.1):
1.1.6.3. Proposition. Let<p : U(g) ---t Enrlk(R) be a flopf act,ion on the algebra R (i.e.
the multiplication R ®k R
differential operators.

--t

R is a U(g)-1nodule m077Jhism). Then U(g) acts by strongly

1.1.6.4. Corollary. Let 9 be a Lie algebra over a ficlri k of zero characteristic. And let
<p : U(g) ---t Endk(R) be a Hopf action on the algehTa 1?. Let R' he an Ore localizalion of
R. Then the action of U(g) extends uniquely to a Hopf action on R'.
To give a flavor of the next part of this work (which will appear in a subsequent
paper), we shall continue this sketch a little bit fllther.
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1.2. Graded differential operators. Let k be a commutative ring. Fix an abelian group
-> k *. In our main examples,
r and a .group homomorphism (bicharacter)
the group can be assumed to be free of finite rank, i.e. r
Zr. Note that once an
isomorphism r zr is fixed, [3 is canonically determined by its values on the basis of Zr;
i.e. by an r x r matrix with entrees in k*.
Let R be a P-graded associative k-algebra. Consider the category grrR mod of
graded R-modules. We want to define differential operators in this graded setting. To do
this, we need a natural substitute for R 0 R°- module R.
Note that the bicharacter A determines an action of r on any graded module M.
In particular, defines an action of l' on R by ring automorphisms. The corresponding
crossed product R#k[r] (where kir] is the group algebra of r with the natural l'-grading)
regarded as a graded R 0 R'-module, is our substitute for the bimodule R.

P:rxr

-

1.2.1. Definitions. A graded ROLP-module M is differential (rasp. strongly differential)
iff, for any finitely generated graded submodule M' of M, there is an increasing filtration
{Mt i > -1} such that M_1 = 0, My, = M' for some 71, and the R0R°-module
is a subquotient (resp. a quotient) of a direct sum of copies of R#F.
A differential (resp. a strongly differential) R-algebra is a graded ring morphism
S such that S is a differential (resp. strongly differential) R.-module.
I

-

1.1.5 and their analogs for strongly differential bimodules hold
word by word if we replace modules by graded modules and morphisnas by graded morphisms. For example, when we define differential operators from a graded R-module L to
a graded R-module M, we should take the graded part, gtHomk(L, M), of Homk(L, M).
In particular, we obtain the ring of P-graded differential operators, Dg (R), and the ring

Propositions 1.1.2

operators on R. Note that D# (R)' is a graded
D#('
0 (R) of P-graded strongly differential
subbimodule of gtHomk(L, M).
Note that when the group F is trivial, we get our previous notions of differential and
strongly differential bimodules and operators.
D13(R) depends naturally on the grading group r. Namely,
The correspondence R
we have the following

1.2.2. Proposition. Suppose that l'' is a subgroup of the group I', and 0' is the restriction
to

r'

x F' of the bicharacter

k *.

Then the subring of Dg,(R) generated by

F -graded endomorphisms is a subring of DPR).
We have the following graded analog of Proposition 1.1.6.2:

1.2.3. Proposition. Let R

graded ring morphism such that the functor
grrk mod
R'OR : grrR mod
is
the localization of R at a left Ore set
is an exact localization (for instance, the ring R'
consisting of homogeneous elements). Then
(R) on R extends naturally to an action on R' giving a canonical
(a) The action of D#9
0

R'

be a

-

-#

ring homomorphism

Dr (IV)

(R)
9

-

which induces an isomorphism of left R' -modules

(b) For an y D

1& (R) -module M,

the R' -rn odule R' ® R M has a natural, in paTti cular

compatible with D#!l (R) ---+ D#!1 (R'), structuTc of a D#!1 (R') -rnodule.
(c) If the ring R' is such that the f/lnctor ®RR' : gtr1norl - R ---+ gtrmod - R ' is a
localization (e.g. R' is the localization of R at a left and rigid hornogeneous Ore set), then
we also get an induced right R'-module isomorphisrn

The above definition of differential operators is quite satisfactory in the skew commutative situation as is shown in thc following exarnplc.

1.2.4. Example: differential operators on a skew affine space. Let q = (qij) be an
r x r matrix with qij E k* such that qjiqij = 1 for all i, j. Let R be the corresponding skew
polynomial k-algebra; i.e. R is generated by :1:1, ... ,:1:,- subject to the following relations:

(1)
The algebra R is regardcd as the algebra of regular functions on the skew (more
spccifically, q - ) affine space.
Take r = zr, and ß thc bicharactcr r x r ---+ k* detennined by the matrix q.
Assurne that k is a field of characteristic zero. One can show (Proposition 8.4) that the
ring of graded differential operators, Dß(R) = Dq(R) is gencrated by lcft multiplication
by elements of Rand by corrcsponding ß-derivations. This iIllplies that D q (R) coincides
with the ring n!;5 (R) of graded strongly differential operators.

1.3. Taking into account a canonical action of r. It was onc of Ollr first conclusions
that, in the graded situation, all 'scheInes' shollld bc considcred over the group algebra
k[r]. Therefore a morc natural definition of different.ial operators on R should include the
action k[r].
1.3.1. Definition of ß-differential operators. Set for convenience R r := R#k[r].
Note that any gradcd R-IllOdulc L is autoInatically a graclecl Rr-Inodulc and any graded
R ® RO-module is a graded R r ® Rr-nlodule.
Wc dcfine differential and strongly differential Rr-bimodulc as in 1.1.1 with 'Illodules'
replaced by 'graded Illoelules' anel R replaccd by R r .
For any graded R-IllOdulcs Land N, Diffß(L, N) is thc (graded) differential part of
thc graded R r 0 Rr-nlodule gtHOIllk(L, N). In particular, we obtain the (graded) ring of
ß-differential operator's, Dß(R), acting on the gradcd ring R.

n#

1.3.2. Proposition. The algebTa Dß(R) is the subalgebra of Enrlk(R) generated by
(R)
and k[r].
Similarly, the algebra Dß(R) 01 strongly differential opcrntors on R is the subalgebra
of Endk(R) generated by
(R) and k[r].

n#&
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In particular, we have a direct analog (anel consequence) of Proposition 1.2.2:
1.3.2.1. Prop osit ion. S1lPPOS e that r' is (l subgro71p 0 f the gro up r, and ß' is th e
restrietion to f' x r' of the bicharacter ß : f x r -+ A;·. Then the subring of Dß' (R)
generated by f-graded endomorphisms is a sub1ing 0/ Dß(R).
s

1.3.3. Localization. Proposition 1.2.3 above holels litcrally with Dt replaced by D

ß.

1.3.4. Main example. Let (aijh~i,j~r be a Cartan luatrix of finite type. Let 9 be the
corresponding semisimple Lie algebra, P the weight lattice. Let Q ~ P be" the root lattice,
and ab ... , CY r a basis of sirnple roots. Let q bc an indctcnninate, k a field containing Q(q)
and all roots of q. Let the set {d i }, di E {I, 2, 3} for all i, be such that the luatrix (aijd i )
is symnletric. Let (,) : P X P ---+ Q bc a nondcgcncrate synunetric pairing determined by
(ai, Cij) = aijdi . Take f = P, anel define a bicharacter ß : r x r ---+ k* as ß(" a) = qb,a).
Let Uq = Uq(g) be the quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to thc Cartan
nlatrix (aij). Then Uq adluits a triangular decoluposition Uq = U- <S>k U O ®k U+, where
UO ::: k[Q] - the gTOllp algebra of Q. The algebra Uq is naturally Q-graded, hence it is
r-graded. The action of k[Q] induced by the grading anel the bicharacter ß is nothing but
the adjoint action of U O on Uq .
Denote by U~ the subalgebra of Uq generated by U- and U+.

For any f-graded k-algebra R, we put Dt(R) := Dt(R), Df!l(R) := DtS(R) and
Dq(R) := Dß(R), D~(R) := Dß(R), and call these algebras respectively the ring of graded
quantum differential and strongly differential operators on Rand the ring 0/ quantum
differential and strongly differential operators on R.
1.3.4.1. Note. In practicc, we usually lueet graded algebras R which are defined aver
Q( q) and such that the r -action on R is defined over Q( q). In this case one can take

k

= Q(q) .•

One of important facts of this paper is thc following quanttull analog of Proposition
1.1.5 above:
1.3.4.2. Proposition. Let R be a f-graded l~-algeb1'(L with a Hopf action 0/ Uq such that
the canonical action 0 f k [f] on R when restricted to k [Q] coincides with the U O (::: k [Q]) action. Then
(a) The algebra Uq acts on R by quantum, strongly differential operators; i. e. the action
is given by a homomorphis1n Uq ---+ D~ (R).
(b) The subalgebra U~ acts on R by graded quantum strongly differential operators; i. e.
the action is given by a h01nomorphism U~ ---+ Dfs (R).
1.3.4.3. Corollary. Let R be as in Proposition 1.3.4.2; and let R --+ R' be a graded Ore
localization. Then the action 0/ Uq on R extend.9 uniquely to a Hopf action on R'.
1.3.4.4. Remarks. 1) Proposition 1.3.4.2 and Corollary 1.3.4.3 are essential for our
localization constrllction for quantized enveloping algebras.
2) It is worth to mention that the proofs of these (anel a nUlnbcr of other) statements
do not belong to thc world of rings and ideals. Anel cven a proper fonulliation of the
localization assertions requires arieher envirernent of abelian categories and monads. _
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1.3.5. Example: algebras of differential operators on the quantum line. To
illustrate the difference between D# and D ß , consicler thc silnplest possible example of a
'noncommutative space' - the 'quantum line'.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero. The algebra of functions on a quantum line
over k is the algebra R = k[xJ of polynornials in one variable regarded as an algebra in
the category gtz Veck of Z-graded k-vector spaces - the parity of x is 1). We define the
bicharacter ß by (the necessary conditions) ß(l, 0) = 1 = ß(O, 1), and ß(l, 1) = q for some
q E k*. We assurne that q is not a root of Olle. Then the algebra Dt = Df is generated
by (rnultiplications by) Rand the ß-derivation B = Dq (see Exarnple 1.2.4). In partieular
JJ
it coincides with the algebra
of strongly differential graded operators.
Note that the ß-derivation a = Bq happens to be the so called q-derivation - an
operator acting on polinornials by the fornulla:

n:

B = Bq : f(x)

Ho

(f(qx) - f(x))lx(q - 1)

(1)

- known for at least a hundred years.
Thus Df (R) is a k-algebra generated by x and 8 sllbject to the relation:

Bx - qxo = 1.

(2)

When q = 1, D:(R) is the first Weyl algebra, Dr = Al; Le. it is isomorphie to
thc algebra of differential operators on the one-dilllensional affine space. Aremarkable
property of the Weyl algebras is the Bernstein's Theorell1 (cf. [B]) whieh in the case of Al
claims that any nonzero A 1-n1odule is of infinite dirnellsion over k. This property eIoes not
hold for Df (R) if q f:. 1.
Indeed, Olle can check that the left ideal It of the algebra D:(R) generatecl by the
elelnent Tl = Bx -11 (1 - q) is two-sided, and thc correspollding quotient algebra, Df (R) I J-L,
is (isomorphie to) the cOlnrnutative algebra of functions on the hyperbola givcn by the
equation ox = 1/(1 - q). In other words, D:(R)llt is isornorphic to the algebra of
Laurent polynomials k[x, x-i) in one variable. In particular, the algebra Dt(R) has a
parametrized by k* fanlily of one-dinlensional representations. Note however that if M is
a fini te dimensional Dr (R) -1110dule, then it is annihilated by the ideal It (see [R], 11. 4) .
Consider now the algebra Dq(R) defineel in 1.3.1. It is generateel by Df(R) and the
autolnorphislll h sending x into qx anel the inverse to h. We dahn that the Bernstein's
property - any nonzero Dß(R)-rllodule is infinite dhnensional - holels.
In fact, Olle can check that

x8(x n ) = xn(qn - l)/(q - 1),

anel

h(x U ) = qnxn;

for all n; i.e. x8 = (h - l)/(q - 1), or
h

= (q -

1)x8 + 1 E n#(R).

(3)

But, of course, h- 1 rt D# (R). Let lvI be a Dß(R)-ll1oelule of finite k-dimension.
Thell, sincc M is finite dilllensional Dt (R)-1110elulc, it is annihilated by the elenlent 1] =
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ox - 1/(1 -

q) (cf. [R], 11.4), henee by the left ideal gcnerated by TJ. But, it follows [rom

(3) that thc left ideal generated by "7 eoincides with the whole algebra D#(R). So that the
module M is zero.
Note that the algebra Dß(R) is isomorphie to the (Ore) localization of the algebra
D#(R) at the Illllitiplicative set (TJ) generated by the nonnal elclnent TJ. One can deduce
from this fact that the algebra Dß(R) enjoys the salne nice properties as the first Wcyl
algebr aAl: its Krull, hOlno 10 gical, and Gelfand-Kirillov cl irnensions coincide and are equal
to 1.
We shall show in oue of thc subscqucnt papers that thc coincidenee of the three
dimensions, and the Bcrnstein's property hold for the algebra of ß-differential operators
Dß(R), where R is a skew polynoIllial algebra of any cliIncnsioll.

2. Preliminaries: topologizing Sllbcategories as subschemes.
2.1. From schemes to categories. The first natural step on thc way of finding noncommutative analogs of eonstructions and notions of conulllltative algebraic geometry is
to identify schemes with the catcgories of qua..'3i-coherent shcaves on these schemes. If Y is
a closed subschenlc of a schclne X, than the category Y of quasi-coherent sheaves on Y is
(iclentificd with) a ccrtain subcategory of the catcgory X of quasi-coherent sheaves on X.
The subcategory Y has the following propertics:
(a) It is full and closed with respect to finite direct sUlns (takcn in X);
(b) With any object, it contains all its subqllotients (taken in X);
(c) Thc subcategory Y is corefiective which Illcans that thc iuclusion functor Y --t X
has a right adjoint.
(d) The sllbcategory Y is refiective, Le. the inclusion fllnctor Y --t X has a left
adjoint.
The right adjoint functor of (c) assigns to any object of X its biggest subobject froln
Y. The left adjoint functor of (cl) is the tensoring over CJ x by CJ x /X, where I is the
defining ideal of the subscheIne Y.
A subcategory Y of an abelian category X satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) is
callecl topologizing.
If X is an affine scheIne, i.e. X =SpecR. for a COllullutative ring R, then X is the
category R - mod of left R-lllodules. And 1{ is generated by all R-Inodules annihilated by
some Cdefining') ideal I c R. The left adjoint functor of (d) is the tensoring by R/I over
R. In other words, it sends cvery R-nlodule M into M/IM.
Thcre is the following fact ([R], Seetion 111.6).

2.2. Proposition. For an arbitrary associativc ring R, therc is onc-to-one correspondence
between refiective topologizing subcategories 01 R - mad und two-sided ideals of the ring
R: to any two-sided ideal 0:' , there correspond.r; the f1tll subcategoT7) [R/a] generated by alt
modules annihilated by Q'. In particular, any refiective topologizing s1tbcategoT'1.J of R - mad
is corefiective.
2.3. Subschemes. Fix an abelian category A. We shall call topologizing coreflective
subcategories of A subsche1nes of A. -
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A subscheme shall bc called Z ariski clos cd (01' siln p ly
subcategory of A.
Proposition 2.2 shows the catcgory R - rnod conld havc
schemes. For instance , if A = R - rnod for a simple ring R
thcre are only two trivial Zariski closed subcategories: 0 and
On the other hand, there are, usually, lots of non-closecl
subsection shows.

clos cd) 1 if it is a reflective

very fcw Zariski closed sub(say, a Weyl algebra), then
R - r11od.
subschemes as the following

2.4. Subschemes of the category of modules. Let A be the category R - mod of
left Illodules over an associative ring R. And let T be any topologizing subcategory of A.
Denote by FT the set of allieft ideals m in R such that Rlrn E ObT.
Conversely, for any set F of left ideals in R, clenote by TF the full subcategory of
R - mod generated by all nlodules M such that , for any z E M, Ann(z) EF.

2.4.1. Lemma. 1) For any topologizing subcategoT7J T 01 R - rnod, the set F = FT has
the following properties:
(a) m, 11, E F implies that mn n E F;
(b) if 1n E F, then any left ideal 11. containing m belongs to F;
(c) for any m E Fand any finite subset :r: 0/ elernents 0/ R, (rn: x) EF.
2) 11 F is a subset 01 the set 1zR of left ideals 0/ R having the properlies (a), (b), (c),
then the subcategoT7j T F is topologizing and c01'efiective.
Proof. 1) (a) is a consequence of the fact that thc quotient Illodule R/m n 11, is a
submodule of the direct sum Rlm EB R/n.
(b) The Illodule R/n is a quotient of R/rn; hence Rln E ObT togcther with R/m.
(c) Let u clenote the image of the identity eleIllcnt in R/rn. The left ideal (m : x)
is the annihilator of the element EBrExTu of thc direct SUlll of I x I copies of R/rn; hence
RI(m: x), being a subrnodule of a Illodule fronl T, belongs to T.
2) For any rnoclulc M the set M p := {z E M I Ann(z) E F} is a submodule.
In fact, for any z, Zl E M and any r E R, wc havc:

Ann(z + Zl)

2 Ann(z) n Ann(z'),

alld Ann(rz) = (Ann(z) : r).

Clearly MF is thc largest SUbulodule of M which belongs to T F . This means that the
subcategory l'F is coreflective.
If M, M' E Obl' p, thcn M EB M' E ObT F, since for any two 'elements z E M and
z' E M', the annihilator of z EB z' equals to the intersection of Ann(z) anel Ann(z'),
Clearly any subobject of an object of Tp belongs to TF. Finally, a quotient of any object
of 'lrp belongs to 'lrp. So that the subcategory 1r F is topologizing. _
The sets F of left idcals satisfying the conditions of LCl1lIlla 2.4.1 are called topologizing
filters.

2.4.2. Note. For any topologizing subcatcgory 'Ir, thc subcategory 'lrp, where F = F T
is the set {rn E I1R I R/m E Obl'} is thc intersection of all corcftective topologizing
subcategories of R - 1nod containing T.•
2.4.3. Example. Fix an associativc ring R. Let ~ denote apreorder in the set IzR of left
ideals in R defined as follows: m ~ 11. if therc exists a finite sllbset x of elements of R such
that (m : x) := {r E R I1'X C rn} ~n.
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Let m be any lcft ideal in R. Den.ote by [R/m] the full subcategory of A generated by
all modules M such that, for any z E M, 1n ::; Ann(z). One can check that the subcatcgory
[R/m] is topologizing and coreflective. Moreover, [R/1n] is thc sInallest coreflective topologizing subcategory of A containing the Inodllle R/m. Oue can see that [R/rn] = 1r[m] ,
where [m] := {n E IIR I rn ::; n}.
The topologizing subcategories T[m] are nünimal in the following sense: for any topologizing filter F of left ideals in R, T F = UmEF 1r[m]' •
2.5. Subschemes of an abelian category. We shall call coreflective topologizing
subcategories of the catcgory A subschemes 0/ A. The subscheInes which are also reflcctive
subcategories shall be called Zariski closed 01' simply closcd if this does not create any
ambiguity.
Note that if the ring R is siulple (like algebras of differential operators with polynomial
coefficients), therc are only trivial Zariski closed subscheInes of R - mod. Whilc we have
lots of subscheines.
From now on we shall assume that the abelian categorics under consideration have
the property
(sup) For any asccncling chain
of subobjects of an objcct M, the supremuIu of
exists; and, for any subobject L of M, thc natural lllorphism

n

n

sup{XnL I XE O}

-t

(supO) nL

is an isomorphisIll.
Examples of thc catcgol'ies with thc pl'operty (sup):
1) The category R - mod of left modules over an associative ring R.
2) Thc category of sheaves of R-Iuodulcs on an al'bitrary topological space.
3) The catcgory of quasi-cohcrent sheaves on an arbitrary scheme.
4) Any noethel'iall abelian category.
2.5.1. Note. Recall that the pl'operty (sup) is apart of the definition of Grothendieck
categories exalllpies of which are categories R - 1nod for all rings anel categories of abelian
sheaves on topological spaces (Examples 1) and 2) above).
Apparently, it is not known if the category Dcof)x of qua"c;i-coherent sheaves on an
arbitrary scheme X is a Grothendieck catcgory (cf. thc Appendix B in [ThTJ). One can
easily check, howevcl', that DcoQx has thc property (sup) .•

Example 2.4.3 is extended to any abclian category A with the propel'ty (sup) as
folIows.
For two objects, X anel Y of A, we write X >- Y if Y is a. subquotient of a finite
direct sum of copies of X. One can check that the relation >- is apreorder (cf. [R],I1!.1).
For any objcct V of A, denote by V>- the full subcategory of A generated by all objects X
such that V >- X.
Note that V>- is topologizing, since it is closed undel' finitc direct sums; and if X E
ObV>- and X >- Y, thcn Y E ObV>-. But, in general, thc subcatcgory V>- is not coreflective.
The full subcategory [V] of A generated by aU X E ObA which are supremums of thcir
subobjects fronl V>- is both topologizing allel coreflective.
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Note that any corefl.ective topologizing subcategory 11' of A can be represented as
UVEX[V], where X is a class of objects of 11' having the property: for any Y E Ob11', there
exists X E X such that X >- Y.
Clearly V >- W if and only if W~ ~ V~. In particlllar, the subcategories V~ and [V]
depend only on the equivalence class (V) of thc object V with respcct to >- .
The following renlark is independent on the main body of the text.

2.5.2. Remark: relations with the spectrum. For the notion of the spectrum of an
abelian category and relatecl notions usecl below 1 the reader is referrecl to [R], Chapter 111,
or to [RI]. One can see that Spec[V] = SpecV~ = SUJJP(V). So if V ESpecA, then
Spec V~ is the set of a11 specializations of (V).
Asslllue that the category A has uo nonzero objects with empty support. In this case,
if V'E SpecA and is a closed point, then all l1ol1zero objects of V~ are equivalent to V.
A nonzero object V of an abelian category A is callcd quasifinal if X >- V for any
nonzero object X of A. A category A having a quasifinal object is called loeal. Reeall
that a11 simple objects (if any) of a loeal category are isolnorphic one to another and are
quasifinal (cf. [R]' Lelnma 111.3.1.2). In particlllar, auy nonzero object of A has siInple
subquotients.
If A is a loeal category and V is a quasifinal objcct , then [V] is called the residue
category of A. If V is a siInple object , the rcsicIue eategory is equivalent to the category
of vector spaces over residue skew field of [((A) = Encl(V) (cf. [B,], 111.5.4) .•
If A = R - 17locl and V = Rlrn for SOl1le left ideal 1'n in R, the subcatcgory [V]
coineides with the subcategory [Rlrn] of Exalnple 2.4.3.

2.6. Serre subcategories. Recall that a full subeatcgory 1r of an abelian category A is
called thick if, for any exact sequence 0 ---+ M' ---+ lvI ---+ M" ---+ 0 in A, the object M
belangs to 11' iff M' and M" belong to 11'. In other words , 1r is thick iff it is topologizing
and closed under extensions.
.
For any subcategory § of A, denote by § - the fnll sllbcategory of A generated by a11
objects M such that auy nonzero subquotient of M has a nonzero subobject fronl S.
2.6.1. Lemma. For any subcategory § of an nbelian category A,
(a) the subcategory § - is thick;

(b) (S-)- = §-;
(c) S ~ § - if § is topologizing.
Proof. See Lelnlna 111.2.3.2.1 in [R] .•

The subcategory § of A is callcd a Scrre subcatego7'J) if § = § -.
Thc proof of thc following observation is left as an exercise for areader:

0/ subobjects (which is the case if, for
example, A has small direct sums), then a thick subcategor1J 11' is a Serre subcategol/) iff it
is a subscheme.

2.6.2. Lemma. Suppose that A has suprc1nu1ns

2.7. Operations on subschemes. Fix an abclian catcgory A. Wc sha11 assumc whenever
it is required (in particular through this snbscction) that A has thc property (sup) (cf.
Subsection 2.5).
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2.7.1. Lemma. (a) The intersection 01 any set 01 subschernes 01 A is a subscheme.
(b) The intersection of any set of Zariski closcd suhschc1ncs of A is a Zariski closed
subscheme.
Proof. (a) Clearly the intersection of any set of topalogizing subcategories is a topologizing subcategory. SiInilarly, the intcrsection of any fanüly X of coreflective subcategories is a corefiective subcategory.
In fact, let n be a fanüly of subobjects of an object Y which belong to thc intersection nsEx S. Since each of the subcategories § E X is corcftective, sup n belongs to this
intersection too. This irnplies the corefiectivity of nsEx S.
(b) Let now ~ be a faInily of Zariski closed subscheInes. And let, for any 11' in ~, "JT
dcnote a left adjoint to the inclusion JT : 1r - t A, and 11T thc adjunction arrow I dA --+
JTo" JT. Let KT dcnote the kernel of 1fT. Note that TfT is an cpilllorphisIu; so that JTo" JT ~
Cok(1]T). Set K~ := SUP{KT 111' E ~}. For any M E OhA, MIK~(M) is a quotient of
MI KT(M) for any 1r E ~; hence it is an object of nTE;j 1r. Conversely, if Y is an object of
nl'E~ T, then an arbitrary morphisIIl f : M - t Y factors by M --+ MIK'f(M). SO that
Kerf 'contains' K~(M). All together shows that thc Inap M H MI K~(M) extcnds to a
left adjoint to the inc1usion functor nTE~ 1r - t Ai i.e. n'll'E~ 1r is a reflective subcategory
of A .•

2.7.2. The supremum of subschemes. The supre1nurn, sup~, of a faIuily ~ = {Si 1
i E J} of subscheInes is the snlullest subschcnle of A containing all the subschemes of the
falnily ~.
Let {Si I i E .J} be any falnily of topologizing subcatcgorics of A. Thcn thc smallest
topologizing subcatcgory containing all thc subcatcgorics Si equals to thc union of the
subcategories X>-, wherc X runs through EBiEJXi in which Xi E ObS i for all i E J,
anel only finite number of Xi are nonzero. If all the subcatcgories Si are coreflective and
arbitrary direct SUIllS EBiEJXi , Xi E ObS i , exist, then we have an analogons description
of the smallest subscheIne S containing all §( thc subcatcgory § is the union of the
subcategories [X], where X runs through all SUIllS ffiiEJXi with Xi E ObS i .
Note that 'all SllI11S' in this description can be replaccd by the requirement Xi E Si,
where Si is a sct of objects of Si such that Si = UYE3; [Y].
For instancc, if Si = [Xi] for SOIllC Xi E ObA, i E .J, then Sllp{Si 1 i E J} = [EBiEJ Xi]'
2.7.2.1. Lemma. The supremum of a finite number

01 Zariski

closed subschemes is a

Zariski closed subscheme.
Proof. Wc shall use the notations of the argulllent of LCIulua 2.7.l.

Let J be a finite family of Zariski closed subschcrnes of A. Denote by K J the functor
which assigns to any M E OhA thc intersection nTEJ I{']'(M). Sillce J is finite, M / KJ(M)
is a subobject of EBTE'JMIK']'(M) = EBTEJ".Jy(M). DeHote by wJ the (uniqucly defined)
extension 0 f the 111ap M H MI K J (M) to a functor fra 111 A to A. Since t he direct sum
EBTEJMI KT(M) is an object of sup J, thc functor WJ takes valucs in the subcategory sup J.
On the other hand, if M E Ob(supJ) , then KJ(M) = 0; i.c. the natural epimorphism
M --+ 'l' J (Al) is an isomorphisln. This shows that WJ is lcft adjoint to the inclusion
supJ ---+ A .•
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2.7.3. Gabriel multiplication. For any two subcatcgorics

§,

T of an abelian catcgory

A, define their product §.1' as thc fu11 subcat.egory of A generated by a11 objects M of A
such that there exists an exact sequencc

o --+ M' - r M

- r NI" --+ 0

with M' E Ob1' anel M" E ObS.

2.7.3.1. Lemma. (a) Ij Sand l' are topo logizing subcategories J then such is S • 1'.
(b) For any topologizing subcategories §, T, lU 01 A J
§ •

(1' • lU) = (8 • 1') . lU

und

o. § = § = § • o.

Prooj is left to areader.•

It fo11ows frolli thc definition of • that a topologizing category T is truck Hf l' is
idcmpotcnt: l' = T .T.

2.7.3.2. Lemma. For any topologizing subcategorics 8, 1rJ anti X,
(8.1')

n (8. X) = S . (1' n X)

anrl

(1'. S) n (X. 8) = (1' n X) • S.

Proof. Clearly (8 • 'Ir) n (8· X) 2. S. (T n X). To show the inverse inclllsion, pick any
object M of (8 .T) n (S. X). By definition of ., there exist exact sequences

o-r T

- r M --+ S ---t 0 and 0 ---t X --+ M - r S' ---+ 0,

where T E Ob1', X E ObX, S E ObS :3 S'. Since thc sequence

o ---+ T n X

--+ M ---+ 8 EB S'

is exact, and 8 EB 8' E S, the quotient object MI(T n X), being a subobject of 8 EB S',
belongs to S. While T n X, being a subobject of T and ~Y, belongs to T n X.
Thc second assertion coincides with the first one in the dual catcgory.•
ThllS, topologizing subcategories fonn a semiring with a COffill1utative operation n
anel a nonconlffiutativc operation .; i.c. n nüght bc thought as an addition, and • as a
rllultiplication.
The following assertion shows that the Gabriel lllultiplication is compatible with our
notions of a subscheme anel a Zariski closeel sllbschcllle.

2.7.3.3. Lemma. Ij topologizing subcategoric.9 § and l' oj Aare reJlective (resp. corefiective), then such is § • 'Ir.
Froo! is that of Lenl111a 111.6.2.1 in [R] .•

2.7.3.1. Example. Let A = R - mod for sonlC ring R. Let S anel l' bc subschemes of
A defined by lcft ideals resp. J and X : S = [HI3], T = [RIX]. If the subschenlCS Sand
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J

I

T are closed, i.e. the ideals
and are two-sided (cf. Proposition 2.2), then S T is a
closed subscherne with the defining ideal
S T = [R. /,7Z]
R/,7/ mod.
If S andlor T are not closed, S T is not, in general, of the form [Rtrn] for some left
ideal m.

JI

-

:

2.7.4. The n-th neighborhood of a topologizing subcategory. Given a topologizing
subcategory T of A, define the n-th neighborhood of T as the n-th power of T:
TO') := T

...

T (n times).

One can check that T(') := jn>1T(n) is a thick subcategory of A which coincides
with the intersection of all thick subcategories containing T.

2.7.4.1. Remark. If T

is a subscherne (resp.

a closed subscheme), then, by Lemma

2.7.3.3, all the subcategories TM are (resp. closed) subschemes. However, the thick
subcategory T(') is not, in general, a subscheme.
On the other hand, the minimal subscheme
= [T(")] containing T(") is not, in
general, thick any more. We shall see that Te° is thick (hence Serre) if the category A is
locally noetherian (Proposition 3.1.2.1).

3.

Relative differential calculus in abelian categories.

Fix an abelian category A with the property (sup) and its subscheme T.

3.1. T-filtrations and T-objects. Fix an object M of A. An increasing filtration
= {Mi i > -1} on M is a T-filtration if M_1 = 0, and Mi/Mi_i E ObT for any i > 0.
Thanks to the coreflectiveness of T, there is a canonical T-filtration defined by: for
any i > 0, Mi := T(i+1)M := ti+1)-torsion of M. We are using here the fact that if T
and S are coreflective topologizing categories than such is T S. Clearly the canonical
T-filtration is the biggest one in an obviuos sense.
For any M E ObA, we call the subobject T"(M) := sup {T()M} the T-part of M.
We call M a T-object if M = T°°M. The full subcategory of the category A generated
by T-objects shall be denoted by T°°.

3.1.1. Lemma. The subcategory Tx' is a subscheme.
Proof. For any object M of A, 'I'M is the largest T-subobject of M. Since any
naorphism f M
M' induces morphisms
: T(n)M
T('`) M1 for all n, the map
M 7°M extends to a functor A
T" which is left adjoint to the inclusion functor
T°°
A; i.e. T°° is coreflective.
It follows from the property (sup) and the fact that subcategories T(n) are topologizing
that any subquotient of a T-object is a T-object. Awl direct sum of any number of Tobjects is a T-object. In particular, the subcategory 11°° is topologizing.
:

3.1.2. Digression: T-objects and T--objects. For any M E ObA, the T-part of M
is a (proper in general) subobject of the T--torsion of M. To see the difference between
T--object), we consider, for any object M of A, the
being a T-object and a T--torsion
following increasing filtration:
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Mo

=

0;

Mi is the preimage of the T-torsion of M/Mi_i, if i is a limit ordinal;
Mi = sup{M, v <
if i is a limit ordinal.
, and M/M, is T-torsion
One
can see that .M belongs to
Set M := sup{Mi}.
free. The latter implies that M/M, is ra-torsion free; i.e. M is the T--torsion of M.
Recall that 'M is locally noetherian' means that M is the supremum of its noetherian
subobjects. For example, any left module over a left noetherian ring is a locally noetherian
object of
mod. And any quasi-coherent sheaf on a noetherian scheme X is a locally
noetherian object of the category icalbc of quasi-coherent sheaves on X.

R-

3.1.2.1. Proposition. Suppose that M is a locally noetherian, object of A, then M E
ObT- iff M is a T-object.
Proof. a) Suppose first that M is noetherian. Then M E ObT- if M E ObT(1) for
some n.
b) Suppose that M is the supremum of a set {M.,} of noetherian subobjects. If M
belongs to If-, then, according to a), all M, are T-objects. It remains to observe that,
since all subcategories T(n) are coreflective, supremum of any family of T-subobject is a

T-subobject.

3.2. Conormal bundle and T-filtrations. For any topologizing subcategory S, denote
by 1s the subfunctor of IdA assigning to any object M of A the intersection of Ker(f),
X with X E ObS. We call 1s the defining ideal of
where f runs over all arrows f M
:

the subcategory S.
Clearly Is is a subfunctor of Z7 if T C S. In particular, /7f.rir is a subfunctor of Ir. For
the conormal bundle 11T of T as /T/IT.T
any topologizing subcategory T of A, we
Let M. = {Mi i > -1} be any T-filtration of an object M. One can see that, for any
-2-T(Mi) C Mi_1 and li,T(Mi) C Mi-2 (we set Mi. = 0 for all negative i). This implies
the existence of canonical morphisrns
I

(5i

:

Sh(griM)

gri_iM

(1)

3.3. The case of the category of modules. Suppose that A is the category R- mod
of left modules over a ring R. And let F be any functor from A to A. Then, for any
R-bimodule M, F(M) has a natural R-bimodule structure which is the composition of
EndR(M,M) and the provided by the functor F mapping
the bimodule structure R°
End R(F (M), F(M)). In particular, the R-module F(R) has a natural
EndR(M, M)
R-bimodule structure.
F, where, for any X E ObA, the
There is a functor morphism cp F(R)OR
morphism (p(X) is defined as the image of idx under the composition
:

A(X, X)

A(X, Homn(F (R), F(X)))

A(X, HomR(R, X))

A(F(R) ®R X, F(X)).

The morphism (p is an isomorphism if the functor F has a right adjoint (cf. [Bass],
MOR from the category R-bi of R-bimodules to
Proposition 1.2.2). The functor h M
category A = R- mod is fully faithful and is a
the
the category EndA of endofunctors of
left adjoint to the functor assigning to any endofunctor F of A into the R-bimodule F(R).
:
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Consider now the setting of Example 3.1: A = R- mod, J is a left ideal in R; T = [J]
the minimal subscheme of A containing the module R. /J. One can check that Tr(R)
coincides with the biggest two-sided ideal Jt := (J R) = {r E I? Jr C J} contained in
So that clT(R)
J. And /T,T(R) =
Je/4.
It follows from Proposition 6.4.1 in [R1] that the canonical functor morphism
is

:

="-=

IT(R) ®R = JtOR

ir

an isomorphism if J is a two-sided ideal; i.e. if J = .h. In this case /T,T(R) = J2 and,
by the same proposition, ir,T liT(R)Orl.
In particular, if J is a two-sided ideal, the canonical functor morphism ar(R)OR
ciT is an isomorphism.
is

4. Differential

endofunctors and monads.

Let A be an abelian category. Let 13 denote the category End(A) of functors from
A to A (we assume that A is equivalent to a 'small' category). Clearly B is an abelian
category which inherits many of properties of A. For example, B has the property (sup)
if A has it. And B has the same kind of limits as A has.
We take as T the diagonal A which is the minimal subscheme of B containing IdA.
We shall call the A-part of any object M of B the differential part of M, and A-objects
differential objects (functors).
B
B.
And we have the corresponding conormal bundle 1l
:

4.1. Lemma. For any M, N

E Ob13

-4

and n, in > 0, the natural morphism

A(1")M0AHN-4MoN
factors through

A(') (M o N)

.

Proof. (a) If X E ObA and Y E Ob0(74), then X o Y E ObA(n).
In fact, the assertion is trivially true for X = Id. And the class of Ey of all X G ObB
such that X o Y E ObA(n) is closed with respect to taking direct sums and subquotients,
since A( ') is topologizing and coreflective. Since A is the minimal full subcategory of B
containing Id and closed with respect to these operations, the class Ey contains ObA.
(b) Suppose that X E ObA(m) for some In > 2, and Y E ObA(n). Then there exists
0 such that L E ObA, M E ObA("1-1).
an exact sequence 0
Clearly

0--LoY-X0Y-4MoY-0

(1)

an exact sequence in which, according to (a), L 0 Y E ObA("). And, by the induction
hypothesis, Molt E ObA('-'). It follows from (1) that X o Y E ObA(m71).
is

4.2. Corollary. If M and N are differential objects of 13, then M o N is differential too.
4.3. Differential monads. Recall that a monad in a category A is a pair (F, AL), where
F such that
F is a functor from A to A and pa morphism F o F
(a)

p,oFp.=

ktF;
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F such that kt o Fit = idF =

(b) there exists a morphism ij IdA
:

Ao

Note that the latter equality determines 1 uniquely.
In fact, if r'
F is another morphism with the same properties, then we have:
:

0 TiF o

77'

711

=

0

=

F7/' o

4.3.1. Examples of monads. (a) A standart example of a monad is associated with
a ring morphism R -4A. The corresponding category A is R - mod; and the monad is
(A0R,
where it is determined by the multiplication A 0 A
A (or, ruther, by the
morphism A OR A

A induced from the multiplication) in A.

(b) Similarly, a quasi-coherent sheaf of algebras A on a scheme X equipped with a
morphism
Ox -+ A of sheaves of rings defines a monad (A00,, , ji) on the category
A = acobx.
L :

(C) Let G

:

A

adjoint functors; and let

B and G^
:

G

o

G^

be adjunction arrows. Then (G"

o

--> Ids,
G,G" EG)

7,

is

:

IdA

G^ 0 G

a monad in A.

Fix a monad F = (F, /L). An F-module is a pair (M, rn), where M E ObA and m is
M with the following properties: m o 71(M) = ides, in o p(M)
F(M)

a morphism

m o Fm.
A module morphism from M = (M, m) to M` = (M', m`) is any triple (M, f, M'),
where f is a morphism from M to M' compatible with actions: m' oFf = f orri. The
composition is defined in an obvious fashion. Thus we have the category F mod and
A. The functor .7. is right adjoint to the functor
the forgetting functor F F mod
(F(M), p(M)) and to any arrow
assigning to any M E ObA the F-module "..F(M)
f X -# X' the morphism F f ".F(X) -> F(X') of F-modules. One can see that the
corresponding to the pair of adjoint functors (".r,./) monad coincides with F.
So the general nonsense example (c) provides a universal way of constructing monads.
:

:

-

-

:

4.3.2. Proposition. Let F = (F, it)
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, for any

71,

be

a monad in A. Then

A(')F

is a submonad of F.

M > 0, the canonical morphism

A(m)F

A(n)F

->FoF

(2)

factors through A(m)F o A(')F -> A(run)F o F. This implies (because the subcategory
A(mn) is topologizing) that the image of the composition of (2) with the multiplication
is a subobject of 6,(")F.

EL

We call a monad F = (F, It) differential, or a D-monad, if F is differential.
The full subcategory of differential objects of the category B will be denoted by D- A.

4.4. Remark. Instead of taking B equal to the entire category EndA, we might be
interested in choosing B to be a certain full subcategory of EndA closed with respect to
composition of functors and colimits (taken in EndA), and containing IdA. Two important
for this work choices are B = End' A - the full subcategory of EndA generated by all right
22

exact functors - and 13 =
having a right adjoint.

5.

n0.4

-

the full subcategory of EndA generated by functors

Differential calculus over noncommutative rings.

5.1. Differential bimodules and rings. For any two rings A, B, we shall identify
(A, B)-bimodules with the corresponding A 0 B°-modules. Here B° is the ring opposite
to B. In particular, R-bimodules will be identified with left R 0 R°-modules.
To make the contents of this section more conveniently applicable, we shall consider
algebras and bimodules over a commutative ring k. This means that, instead of the
category (A, B)-bi of all (A, B)-modules, we single out the full subcategory (A, B) bi /k of
(A, B)-bi generated by bimodules M having the property: for any y E M and A E k, Ay =
yA. The canonical equivalence (A, B)
bi -> A 0 B°
mod induces an equivalence
(A, B)
bilk -+ A ek B° mod. In particular R bilk is identified with the category
/? 0k R° mod.
Fix a k-algebra R = (/?, IL).

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.1.1. Lemma. The kernel K, of the multiplication

II

is a left ideal in R ek R°.

Proof. By definition of the multiplication in R ek, R °, (a 0 b) E si ®t;
Therefore, if E s= ® ti E K,L, then p((a 0 b) E si 0 ti) = a(E siti)b = O..

E as

tib.

5.1.2. Note. The kernel
of the multiplication l.c is a right (hence two-sided) ideal if
and only if the algebra R is commutative.
In fact, if R is commutative, then Ko is two-sided. On the other hand, for any r E R,
0r
the element r 01-10r belongs to Ko. The element (r 0 1 10r)(a01) = ra 01
belongs to KA if ra = ar.

-

-a

5.2. Lemma. The full subcategory OR of Rek R° -mod generated by all R Ok R°-modules
M such that, for any z E M, Ko < Ann(z) is a subscheme.
The subscheme AR is closed (i.e. the subcategory OR is reflective) if and only if the
algebra R is commutative.
Proof. This is a special case of Example 3.1: for any ring A and any left ideal v in
A, the full subcategory [R/v] generated by all A-modules M such that v < Ann(z) for all
z E M, is topologizing and coreflective.
If R is commutative, then such is R ek R° = R ek R; and the subcategory AR (which
coincides with [ft ek R°/1(1,] in the notation above) is generated by all R ek R-modules
M which are annihilated by Ku. It is reflective: a functor right adjoint to the inclusion
R Ok R mod is tensoring by R ek RI Ko over R 03)k R.
AR
It follows from Proposition 111.6.4.1 in [R], that the topologizing subcategory AR is
reflective if and only if K0 is a two-sided ideal. And, according to Note 5.1.2, the ideal Ko
is two-sided if the algebra R is commutative.

-

For any R-bimodule M, the subbimodule A°1-1°M := sup{64ii}M i > 1} of M will
be called the differential part of M. We shall call an R ek R°-modules M differential if

M=

AcR°

M.
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Clearly the differential part of M is contained (usually properly) in the AR- torsion
OR (M) of M.

5.3. D-filtrations. We call an increasing filtration .(Mi i > -II of an R-bimodule M a
D-filtration if AL.1 = 0 and Mi/Mi_r E OR for any i > 0.
One can produce the canonical D-filtration of any bimodule M by taking as Mi the
AS1+1)-torsion of M :
A(1+1)M. In other words, for any i > 0, Mi is the preirnage
< Ann(z)}.
in M of {z E M/Mi_i
This D-filtration is the biggest one with respect to the natural preordering of filtraI

tions.

5.4. Remark. Let M. = {Mi i > -1} be a D-filtration of an R ®k R°- module. If R is
commutative, the action of Kµ on M sends Mi into Mi_1. Therefore this action induces
actions (R ek R °- module morphisms) K,, ek griM
gri_iM. Note that the ideal ic2
acts trivially. Which means that the latter actions induce bimodule morphisms
I

Sll R

RokR

griM

-+ gri-iM

(1)

where OIR := Ki,/(K14)2 is the bimodule of Kahler differentials.
We denote by
(5i

:

griM

Hornii(1-21R,gri-iM)

(2)

the dual morphisms. One can check that the D-filtration M. is maximal if Mu, coincides
with the AR--torsion of M, and (5i are monomorphims for all i > 1.
If R is noncommutative, this construction does not work. And the reason is that the
topologizing subcategory OR is not reflective (in other words, it is not Zariski closed). But
there is a natural replacement for 121R - the conormal bundle of the subscheme OR which
is a functor from R ek R° mod to R ek R° mod.

-

-

5.5. A reformulation. Now we shall consider the equivalence of the category R-bi/k
of R-bimodules over k (which is identified whenever it is convenient with the category
R ek R° - mod) and the category of k-linear functors R - mod -> R - mod having a
right adjoint. Following H. Bass [Ba], we shall call such functors continuous. Recall that
this equivalence sends any R-bimodule M into the functor M ®R.
5.6. Lemma. The equivalence it between ROkR° - mod and the category flpk(R- mod)
of continuous k-linear endofunctors R - mod -p R - mod sends the subcategory AR into
the minimal subscheme A, of IlDk,(R-mod) containing the identical functor. The induced
functor from AR to A, is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Note that R
composition of the map

R ek RVKI/ as left R ek R'-modules. The isomorphism is the

R

R

R°,

7'

r 01, r

E

R,

and the projection _MR°
ROkR°1K0 (we are using the fact that r s-rs® 1 E
for all r, s E R). This implies that AR is the minimal topologizing coreflective subcategory
of R ek
mod containing the R ek R°- module R.

-
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-

Note now that the equivalence between the category R ®k R° mod and the category
of continuous k-linear functors sends R into a functor isomorphic to the identical functor.
This implies the assertion.

Lemma. If M and N are differential bimodules, then M OR N is

5.7.

a differential

bimodule.

Proof. The assertion follows from the following statement:
For any n,m > 0, the natural morphism 6.(1)M On DV N
M OR. N factors
through the subbimodule A{t " )(M OR N).
This can be proved the same way as Lemma 4.1, first using the fact that the equivalence
between the category RekR°-mod and Ini k.(R-rrtod) sends MORN into the composition
of the functors corresponding to M and N (cf. Remark 4.4).

5.8. Proposition. Let R

A be a ring morphism. Then

A°R° A

is a subring of A.

Proof. The fact follows from Lemma 5.7 (as Proposition 4.3.2 follows from Lemma
4.1).
We call R

--+

A a

differential R-algebra (or simply a D-algebra) if A = 6,7°A.

5.9. Differential operators. For any two R-modules V and W, Homk (V, W) has a
natural structure of an I? ®k R.°-module. We denote by Dif fk(V,W) the differential part
of Homk (V, W). We shall call elements of Dif fk(V,W) k-differential operators (or simply
differential operators) from V to W.
Clearly HomR(V,W) is contained in Di f fe) (V, W) := (Endk(V,W)); i.e. R-module
morphisms are differential operators of the zero order.
We shall write D k (R) instead of Di f fk(R,R). Note that there is a natural ring
monomorphism from R to Endk(R) assigning to each element r E R the left multiplication
by r. The bimodule structure on Endk(R) defined above coincides with the one induced
Endk(R). Thus R
from the morphism i R
Dk(R) is a D-algebra.
Note that the right multiplications by elements of R. (=endomorphisms of the left
R-module R) also belong to D(k.°) (R). Therefore the image of the canonical map
:

Endk(R)

R ®k R°

belongs to the subbimodule D(:) (R) of differential operators of zero order.
R belongs to AP) Endk(R) := D(1)(R).
Any derivation d R
od = d(r). Here
denotes the operator of the left
In fact, for any r E R, d o r
multiplication by r. Therefore, for any element t EKer(p), td E t(R) = Dc1:1)(R).
Thus D(R) contains all operators of left and right multiplication by elements of R
and all derivations. Recall that if R is commutative and regular, D(R) is generated by
Do(R) and Der(R).
:

r

-r

Enveloping algebras and differential operators. Fix a commutative ring
k. Let 7i = (8, H, tl) be a Hopf k-algebra; and let R. = (R, m) be any associative kI? is called a Hopf action if the
H ®k R
algebra. Recall that a 9-t-module structure
5.10.

:
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R is an 7i-module morphism. The latter means that the

multiplication m R ®k R
diagram
:

idn

H 01, ROI, R
(5

0 id

a-

T

H Ok R

I

R
7/1

id if (3) a

-->.d

HOk HOk ROk R
commutes. Here

m

i

R

H Ok R Ok 110k R

denotes the standart isomorphism H ®k R

-r

Or

R

ROk H, h Or

r 0 h.

Let Uk(g) = U(g) be the enveloping k-algebra of a Lie algebra g. Recall that U(g) is
a Hopf algebra.

R be a Hopf action of U(g) on any k-algebra
5.10.1. Proposition. Let c,o U(g)0kR
R. Then U(g) acts by differential operators.
:

Proof. The coproduct S U(g) --4 U(13) Ok U(9) is uniquely determined by the its
values on g, and 8(x) = x 0 1 + 1 0 x for all x E g. The action of U(g) on R being Hopf
and the above formula for S mean that g acts on R by derivations which are differential
operators of the first order (cf. Section 5.9). Since U(g) is generated by 9, the assertion
follows from the fact that Dk(R) is a subalgebra of Endk(R) (cf. Proposition 5.8).
:

5.11. Upper central filtration and strongly differential bimodules. Recall that
the center of an /?-bimodule M is the set 3(M):= IzEMj rz = zr for all r E R }. An
R-bimodule L is called artinian if it is generated as a left (or right) R-module by its center:
L = R3(L).
We denote the full subcategory of R bilk = R Ok R° - mod generated by artinian
R-bimodules by ArtR. Clearly Arts, is a subcategory of the 'diagonal' AR. And if the
ring R is commutative, they coincide: Arts, = R.
Note that the inclusion functor ArtR
R Ok R° - mod has a right adjoint which
assigns to any R-bimodule M the artinian bimodule R3(M). In other words, ArtR is a full
coreflective subcategory of R Ok R° - mod.
Define the upper central series 13M ra > -1} of an R-bimodule M by
3_1M = 0; and for any n > 0, 3M = R3(M), where 3(M) := {z E M adr(z) E
3,1_1(M) for all r E R}. Here adr(z) = rz zr.
In particular, 30(M) = 3(M) is the center of M; hence 30(M) = R3(M) is the
maximal artinian subbimodule of M.
Clearly thus defined the upper central series of M is an increasing filtration. We
denote the union Un>_13M by 3,,M.

-

-

5.11.1. Note. The upper central filtration of a bimodule M is the 'H- filtration of M in
the sense of Subsection 3.1, where T = Arts.: 3M is the A4)-torsion of M. Only this
time T is not a topologizing subcategory.
Since artinian bimodules belong to the diagonal AR, it follows from the definition of
the upper central series that 3M C A(Rn)M for all ii. Therefore 300M is contained in the
differential part of M: 3,M C A°R° M
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If R is commutative, 3,,M = AR(n)M for all n; hence 3,,,M = AWM. In the noncommutative case, 3 0M is, in general, a proper subbimodule of AWM.

5.11.2. Example. Let V, W be left R-modules; and let M be the R ®k R°- module
Homk (V, W). Then 3(M)= HomR(V,.W), hence 30M = R .HomR(V, W). In other words,
30M consists of all left linear combinations with coefficients in R of R-module morphisms
from V to W. If V = W = R, where R is regarded as a left R-module, then HomR( V, W) is
naturally isomorphic to (the right ft-module) R: the isomorphism assigns to each element
r E R the right multiplication by r. So that 30M = 30Endk(R) is the image of the natural

Endk(R).
morphism R ®k R°
R such that,
By definition, 31(Endk(R)) consists of all endomorphisms d R
r
means
the
operator
of left multiplication
for any r E R, dr
rd E 3oEndk(R), where
by the element r; i.e. dr - rd is a sum of compositions of operators of left and right
multiplications (=the image of R ®k R° in Endk(R)). Note that derivations of R are
exactly k-endomorphisms 0 of R such that, for any r E R, the commutator ar ra is an
operator of the left multiplication by an element of R. In particular, any derivation of It
belongs to 31(Endk(R)).

-

-

5.11.3. Strongly differential bimodules and operators. We shall call objects of the
subcategory Art strongly differential R- birnodules (or R ®k R °- modules). More explicitly,
an R Ok R'-module M is strongly differential of order n if 37,+1M = M and M 3,M if
m < n.
For any It-modules L and N, we call the elements of 3,,,Homk(L, N) strongly differential operators from L to N.
Note that if the ring R is commutative, strongly can be droped, since in this case
Art{') = 0(n)

5.11.4. The difference between the category of differential and that of strongly

differential bimodules.

We begin with a couple of general assertions.

5.11.4.1. Proposition. (a) Let S

be a full subcategory of an abelian category A closed
with respect to finite direct sums (taken in A) and containing all quotients of each of its
objects. Then the full subcategory S of A generated by all subobjects of objects of S is the
smallest topologizing subcategory of A containing S.
(b) Suppose the abelian category A has the property (sup) and direct sums of (small)
sets of objects. Let S be a full coreflective subcategory of A containing all quotients (in
A) of each of its objects. Then the full subcategory S of A generated by all subobjects of
objects of S is topologizing and coreflective. Therefore S is the minimal subscheme of A

containing S.
Proof. (a) The subcategory S is, evidently, closed with respect to taking subobjects
(in A) of any of its objects. It is closed with respect to taking any quotients too.
Y be an epimorphism with X E ObS. By definition of 5, there
In fact, let f X
W, where W E ObS. Then in the universal (push-forward)
exists a monoarrow i. X

-f

:

:
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square

X

W

f
Y

the arrows LI and f' are resp. a monomorphism and an epirnorphisrn. Since the subcategory
S is closed with respect to taking quotients in A, the object W' belongs to S. Therefore
Y, being a subobject of W`, belongs to S.
S, the
(b) Since S is a full coreflective subcategory of A, for any diagram D
existence of resp. lim.I o D and colimJ o D garantees the existence of resp. limD and
colimD, where J is the inclusion functor S -p A. And

limD = J"(limJ o D), (resp. colimD =

,r (col ina o D))

whenever limJ o D (resp. colimJ o D) exist (cf. [GZ], Proposition 1.1.4). Since J has a
right adjoint, colina o D J(colimD).
Under conditions, since A is closed with respect to small direct sums, hence with
respect to any colimits, S is closed with respect to colimits, and the last formula means
that the colimits in S are those taken in A.
Since A has the property (sup), the direct sum of any set of monomorphisms is a
monomorphism. Therefore, since S is closed with respect to direct sums, any direct sum
of a set of objects of S is an object of S. This proves that S is a coreflective topologizing
subcategory.
be an abelian categm with the property (sup). And let
S be a full coreflective subcategory of A (in particular, S is closed with respect to colimits
taken in A) and containing all quotients of each of its objects. Then the subcategory S(n)
have the same properties.
for any positive and the subcategory

5.11.4.2. Proposition. Let A

S'

71,

Proof. (a) It is convenient to split the proof of this assertion into a couple of useful
lemmas.

5.11.4.2.1. Lemma. Let S and T

be

objects all its quotients in A. Then S

full subcategories of A containing with any of its

T enjoys the same property.

Y be any epimorphism with X
Proof. In fact, let f X
means that there exists an exact sequence
:

0

-> X'

X

X"

E

ObS

T. The latter
(1)

0

with X' E ObT and X" E ObS. We can include the sequence (1) and the morphism
a commutative diagram
0

0

-4

X'

f'j

Y'

-4

XI

r

f
el

I-1
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X"

f

Y"

f

into

0

(2)
0

where Y' is the image of f o i, and Y" is a cokernel of the monomorphism
Thus f' is
an epimorphism by construction. Since e' and f are epimorphisms, f" o e = e` o f is an
epimorphism. Therefore f" is an epimorphism. By assumptions on the subcategories S
and T, Y' E ObT and Y" E ObS; hence Y E OLS T.

5.11.4.2.2. Lemma. If S and T are full coreflective subcategories of an abelian category
A, then S T is coreflective.
Proof. For any X E ObA, denote by Xs (resp. XT) the S-torsion of X which is the
maximal subobject of X belonging to S (resp. to 7-). Fix an object X of A. We have a
commutative diagram
0

XT
id

0

l

XT

X

It

t`

-4

0

xixr

(1)

Xsy

0

where Xsey is the pull-back of the arrows e and t. Clearly Xs.-r is an object of S T. We
X.
X with Y E ObS T factors through Xs.r
claim that any monomorphism Y
which
Y
f1XT
implies
that
Y/Yr
is
a
subobject
fact
that
YT
=
the
This follows from
of X/XT. Therefore, being an object of S, Y/Yr factors through (X/XT)s. The latter
means that Y is a subobject of Xsoy.

-4

5.11.4.2.3. Lemma. Let {Sr, n > 1} be an increasing (with respect to C) sequence of
full coreflective subcategories of an abelian category A. Suppose that A has the property
(sup). Then the full coreflective subcategory colim{S} generated by all objects X which
are supremums of families of objects from {S} is coreflective.
If, for any n E N, the subcategory
contains all quotients of any of its objects, then
colim{S} has the same property.

5

Proof. (a) Let, for any X E ObA, Xs denote the S-torsion of X. Since A has the
property (sup), sup{Xsn n > 1} is the 1in-11SO-torsion of X.
X. And let f X -+ Y be
(b) Let X is an object of lim{Sn}i i.e. sup{ Xs. n > 1}
X and f It follows
an epimorphism. Denote by Yn the image of the composition Xs.
Y is an isomorphism.
from the property (sup) that the canonical rnorphism sup{Yn}
Since by assumption Yn e ObS for any n, this implies that Y E colim{S}.
I

:-_-_.

:

.

(b) The proof of Proposition 5.11..4.2. By Lemmas 5.11.4.1 and 5.11.4.2, the Gabriel
product S T of coreflective full subcategories of A containing with each object all its
quotients (in A) enjoys the same properties. Therefore S(") enjoys these properties for
any positive integer n. Now it follows from Lemma 5.11.4.3 that Sc° := coiim{S(")} is
also coreflective and contains all quotients of any of its objects.
Now we go back to R-bimodules.

5.11.4.3. Proposition. The diagonal On is the full subcategory of R ®k R° - mod
generated by subbimodules of artinian bimodules. Moreover, for any n E N, ASV is the full
subcategory of R ®k R° - mod generated by all subbirnodules of bimodules of Art(7). And
29

is the full subcategory of R
of ArtcR°.

ATI°

R°

mod generated by all subbimodules of bimodules

Proof. In fact, the subcategory ArtR of artinian bimodules is coreflective and any
quotient module of an artinian bimodule is artinian too. So the assertion follows from
Propositions 5.11.4.2 and 5.11.4.1.

One of the big advantages of 'artinian formal neighborhoods' Art(;) is the following
fact.

End(R mod), M 1* MOR, sends,
5.11.4.4. Proposition. The functor FR Rbi
for any it E N, the subcategory ArtR into the n-th neighborhood A(n) of the diagonal A
in End(R mod); and it sends ArtR into Am.

)

:

Proof. (a) The functor FR is right exact. And, for any artinian bimodule M, there
M, where L is a free artinian bimodule; that is
exists a bimodule epimorphism L
L =
the direct sum of a set J of copies of R. Since LOR is isomorphic to the direct
sum of J copies of the identical functor, MOH, belongs to the diagonal A.
(b) Suppose now that FR sends Art(;) into A(n). And let M E Art(irl); i.e. there
exists an exact bimodule sequence

(J)R

0

M1

M

M -> 0

with M' artinian and M" E ObArt(itn). Since the functor FR
(1) there corresponds an exact sequence of endofunctors:

M'OR

Arein

MOR

is

(1)

right exact, to the sequence

-4 0.

(2)

By the induction hypothesis, M"OR belongs to M"), and we have checked that M'OR
belongs to A. Therefore M ®R is an object of A('+').
(c) It remains the case n = oo. But the functor FR is compatible with any colimits.
So that if M E Art°R°, i.e. M = sup{M, n > 0 }, where {M n > 0} is an increasing
filtration with MT, E ObArt(n) for every n E N, then MOR = sup{MOR n > 0 }.
Therefore, since MnOR belongs to A(") for each n, MOR belongs to A'.
I

5.11.5. Strongly differential operators and the Weyl algebra of a noncommutative algebra. The following proposition is analogous to Proposition 5.7.

5.11.5.1. Proposition. For any pair of bimodules, M
their tensor product, M OR N, belongs to Art (r)

E

ObArtV and L

E

ObArtST),

Proof. 1) The category ArtR of artinian R-bimodules is closed with respect to
since the center, 30(M OR N), of the tensor product of bimodules M and N contains the
image of the product, 30 (M)Ok 30 (N), of centers of M and N under canonical epimorphism
MORN. And one can see that, for artinian M and N, the map
M Ok N

R30(M) Ok 3a(N) = M Ok 30(N)
30

M OR N

is

epimorphic.
(n)
2) Suppose that M E ObArtR ,n>
In fact, there is an exact sequence

M'

0

where Al'

E

ObArtR and M"

2,

E

(n)
ObAHR. Then L ®R M C ObArtR

and L

E

M

M"

-> 0

(1)

ObArt(r1). The sequence

L OR MI

L OR

OR

AT

kri

(2)

0

artinian and, by the induction hypothesis, L OR M"
belongs to A44-1). This together With the fact that the image of an artinian bimodule
is shows that L OR M E ObArt(;).
3) Take Al E ObA4),n > 2, so that there exists a exact sequence (1) with M'
artinian and M" E ObArt(Rn-1) And let L E ObATIST) for sonic m > 2. Consider the
exact sequence
is exact. The bimodule L ®R

M'

is

.

0

--a

M'ORL-

AT

OR

I-,

->

OR L

0

(3)

According to 1), M" ORL E ObArtV By the induction hypothesis, M' ®RL belongs
to Art (yrr171- m It follows from Proposition 5.11.4.2 and the fact that Arty contains all
quotients of each of its objects, that the image of M' OR L in Al OR L is an object of
Therefore Al OR L E ObArtr).
.

.

Art(;').

This implies that the full subcategory Art`R° generated by all bimodules Al such that
M=
is closed with respect to OR too. One of the consequences of these facts is the
following

5.11.5.2. Proposition. Let A
by a k-algebra morphism R

be

-+ A.

a k-algebra with an R- bimodule structure determined
Then 3,,A is a subalgebra of A.

In particular, we have the k-algebra DVR):=3,,3Endk (R.) of strongly differential operators on R.

5.11.5.3. The Weyl algebra of an algebra. Denote by Ak(R) the subalgebra of
Endk(R) generated by the image of R ®kR° in Endk_T? (which is the subalgebra in Endk(R)
generated by left and right multiplications by elements of R) and by the k-module Derk (R)
of k-derivations of R.
We call Ak (R) the Weyl algebra of R.
Since all derivations of a ring R belong to 31Endik (R) (cf. Example 5.11.2), and the
image of ROk R° in EndkR belongs to 3oEndk(R), the Weyl algebra Ak (R) is a subalgebra
of the algebra 3,,,Endk(R) = DZ(R) of strongly differential operators on R.

5.11.5.3.1. Proposition. Let

R be a Hopf action of U(g) on any
U(g) ®k R
Endk(R) is contained
k-algebra R. Then the image of the algebra homomorphism U(g)
strongly
differential
operators.
acts
by
in the Weyl algebra of R. In particular U(g)
cp

:

:31

Proof. This follows from the fact that the Lie algebra
argument of Proposition 5.10.1 and Example 5.11.2).

g

acts by derivations (cf. the

5.11.6. Upper central filtration and differential continuous endofunctors. It
is useful to extend the facts of Subsections 5.11.1-5.11.4 to a more general setting which
includes in particular sheaves of quasi-coherent bimodules on schemes.
Fix an abelian category A with the property (sup). And fix a Zariski closed subscheme (i.e. reflective and coreflective topologizing subcategory) T of the category i'L-D4
of continuous (i.e. having a right adjoint) functors from A to A. We assume also that T
is closed with respect to compositions of functors and contains the identical functor
We call a continuous functor F E ObT artinian if for any nonzero morphism g : F
F such that f o g 0 0.
G, there exists a morphism f
We denote the full subcategory of T generated by artinian functors by ArtT.

5.11.6.1. Example. Let R be a k-algebra and A = R

- mod.

Take as T the full
subcategory 1-1DkA of nbA generated by k-linear continuous functors. The canonical
equivalence R bi
artD A, M
M ®R, establishes an equivalence between T and the
mod. We have already
Zariski closed subscheme R ®k R° mod of R hi = R
observed (cf. the part (a) of the proOf of Proposition 5.11.4.4) that the same equivalence
establishes an equivalence between the category ArtT of artinian k-linear endofunctors and
the category ArtR of artinian R-bimodules.

- ->

-

-

-

5.11.6.2. Proposition. The subcategory ArtT of T is coreflective and contains all quotients of any of its objects. It is also a inonoidal subcategory of T: i.e. it contains IdA and
closed with respect to the composition of functors.
Proof. (a) Let F E ObArtT, G E ObT, and let e F
G be an epimorphism. If g
G', then g o e F
C' is nonzero. Therefore, since F is
is a nonzero morphism G
F such that (g o e) of = g o (e o f) 0 0 which shows that
artinian, there exists f : IdA
G is artinian.
(b) To prove that ArtT is coreflective, we need to show that every F E ObT has the
biggest artinian subobject. Let Arts(F) denote the class of all artinian subobjects of F.
G' in
F
Note that Arts(F) is filtered. In fact, for any two monoarrows G
image
of
the
of
the
subobjects
G
and
G'
is
the
T with G and G' artinian, the supremum
Clearly the direct sum of artinian object is an
corresponding morphism G G'
artinian object. Therefore sup(G, G'), being an epimorphic image of an artinian object
G ® G', is artinian too (cf. (a)).
Let now {Gi i E J} be an increasing family of artinian subobjects of F. We claim
that G := sup{Gi i E J} is artinian. Note first that the category T inherits from flO.,4
the property (sup) which implies that the canonical morphism
:

:

I

colimIG

I

sup{Gi

i E

E

G', there exists
particular, if g is a nonzero morphism sup{Gi}
-->
sup{G;
}
and
g
is
nonzero.
Since Gj is
:
Gi
the
composition,
gj,
of
Tri
that
such
jEJ
Gi such that gj of = g o (7rj o f) is nonzero.
artinian, there exists a morphism f : IdA
is an isomorphism. In
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Denote by AT the diagonal in T - the minimal subscheme of T containing /WA. Applying Propositions 5.11.4.1 and 5.11.4.2, we a obtain direct analog of Proposition 5.11.4.3:

5.11.6.3. Proposition.

full

subcategory of T generated by all
subobjects of artinian objects. Moreover, for any n E N, A,(irri) is the full subcategory of
T generated by all subobjects of objects of ArtT(n). And AT is the full subcategory of T
generated by all subobjects of objects of ArtT".
The diagonal AT is the

Proof. By Proposition 5.11.6.2, the subcategory ArtT of artinian objects is corefiective
and contains all quotients of any of its objects. So the assertion follows from Propositions
5.11.4.2 and 5.11.4.1.
We have also an analog of Proposition 5.11.4.4:

5.11.6.4. Proposition.

The inclusion functor T
subcategory Arttn) into the n-th neighborhood A
sends ArtT(') into the Ac°.

for any it E N, the
diagonal A in EndA. And it

EndA
of the

sends,

Proof is a simplified version of the argument proving Proposition 5.11.4.4. Details are
left to the reader.

Mimiking 5.11.4.5, we shall call objects of

Artt")

strongly differential objects of T of

order < n.

5.12. D--bimodules and D--rings. We call an R-bimodule M a D--bimodule if it
belongs to the minimal Serre subcategory Ai? containing AR. Clearly any D-bimodule
is a D--bimodule. The opposite is not true in general. However, we have the following
assertion:

5.12.1. Proposition. Let R
is a

D-- torsion

be a

left noetherian ring. Then any R Ok R °- module which

is differential.

Proof. This is a corollary of Proposition 3.1.2.1.
The minimal Serre subcategory A- of the category (EnDk(R- mod) containing the identical functor IdR,od is closed with respect to the composition of functors.
Moreover, A- o T C T for any Serre subcategory T of _II0k(R mod).

5.12.2. Lemma.

-

-

Proof. Note first that any topologizing subcategory T of nDk (R mod) is closed
with respect to composition from the left with functors from some family 'E, then it is
closed with respect to composition from the left with functors of the minimal topologizing

subcategory [E] containing E.
This follows from the fact that [E] is obtained from E by taking subquotients and
direct sums.
Similarly, if a family of functors E stabilizes a thick (resp. Serre) subcategory T of
mod), then so does the minimal thick (resp. Serre) subcategory containing E,.
1.1D1,(R
Now take
= {Id} Clearly, any subcategory T of l'iDic(R mod) is stable with
respect to the composition with Id. Therefore, if T is a Serre subcategory, it is stable with
respect to the composition with any functor from A-.

-

Z.-;

-

.
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5.12.3. Corollary. Let R

-f A

an algebra morphism. Then

be

s -- torsion of A is a

subring of A.

->

We call an algebra morphism R
A (or, by abuse of language, the algebra A itself)
a D--algebra if the R-bimodule A belongs to

A.

6. Differential operators and localizations.
6.1. Differential functors and formal neighborhoods of subschemes. Fix an
abelian category A with the property (sup) (cf. 2.7).

6.1.1. Lemma. (a) Let F A -p A belong to A(") , for a positive integer n (resp.
F E ObAc()). Then, for any subscheme T of A, F(T) C T(n) (resp. F(T) C r°).
(b) If F A -+ A belongs to A-, then every Serre subcategory, S, of A is stable with
respect to F; i.e. F(S) C S.
:

:

Proof. (a) Fix a subscheme T of A.
1) Note that if F E Obi, then F(T) C T.
In fact, let Eq. denote the full subcategory of EndA generated by all endofunctors
F such that F(T) C T. If F E ObiET, than every subquotient F' of F belongs to ET,
since, for any X E ObT, the object F'(X), being a subquotient of F(X), is contained
in ObT. Similarly, E,T is closed with respect to direct sums and the taking supremums
of subobjects. In other words, ET is a subscheme of EndA. Clearly ET contains IdA.
Therefore, it contains the minimal subscheme, A, generated by IdA.
2) Let n be a positive integer. Suppose it is established that G(T) C V') for any
G E ObA(n). And let F E ObA(n+1). The latter means that there exists an exact sequence
0

with G E ObA(") and G'
X E ObA, the sequence
0

E

ObA.

-> G(X)

G

-4 F

GI

-)

(1)

0

The exactness of (1) means exactly that, for any

F(X)

->

(X)

-> 0

exact. If X E ObT, then G(X) E ObAN by assumption, and G'(X) E ObA by 1).
Therefore F(X) E ObA("+1).
3) Suppose now that F E ObAc°. This means that F is the supremum of an increasing
family {Fn n > 1} of its subfunctors such that, for any n, F, E ObA("). Therefore, for
any X E ObT F (X) = sup{F(X) n > 1 }; and, for any n, F(X) E Obi(n) (cf. 2)); i.e.
is

F(X)

E ObTe°

(b) Suppose now that S is a thick subcategory of A. Then Es is also closed with respect
to extensions, hence thick (cf. the argument in 1)). Thus, if S is a Serre subcategory of
A, then Es is a thick subscheme of EndA. By Lemma 2.6.2, Es is a Serre subcategory of
EndA. Therefore, since IdA E
A- C Es.

6.2. Differential endofunctors and localizations. Here we shall show that exact
differential endofunctors and monads are compatible with localizations at Serre subcategories.
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Fix a thick category 11' of an abelian category A and a localir-ation Q : A ---t AI11'
at 11'. Denote by ~T the dass of all morphislllS S of A such that K er(s) and Cok(s) are
objects of T. Or, equivalently, ~'I' = {s E HOlnA I Q8 is invertible}.
6.2.1. Lemma. Let F be a functor A ---t A.
(a) The following conditions on F are eq1livalent:

(i) F(~T) ~ ~T
(ii) There exists a unique functor F y such that Q ° F = FToQ.
(b) 1f F(~T) ~ E T, then F(11') ~ T.
(c) Suppose that F (11') ~ 11' and F is exact. Th eu F (~'][') ~ ~T, and the functor FT
defined by the equality Q ° F = FT ° Q is exact too.
Proof. (a) The indusion F(~T) ~ ~T 111cans exactly that Q ° F(~T) consists of only
invcrtible morphisll1S. Thc latter implies, by the universal propcrty of localizations, that
therc cxists a unique functor F'][' : AlT --+ AI11' such that Q ° F = F']['oQ.
Conversely, the equality QoF = FToQ itnplies that the morphislll QoF(s) is invertiblc
for any s E ~T.
(b) The subcategory 11' is thc kernel of the localir-ation Q, Le. ObT = {X E ObA I
Q(X) = O}. It follows froln the eqüality Q ° F = FT ° Q that Q ° F(X) = 0 for any
X E Ob11'; Le. F(X) E Ob11'.
(c) Suppose that the conditions of (c) hold; Lc. F is exact and F(T) ~ T. Let
s : L --+ M be any Inorphislll of A such that Qs is invertible; Le. K er(s) and Cok(s) are
objects of 1I'. Since the functor F is exact, it sends thc exact sequcllce

o ---t K er(s) --+ L ~ fit --+ Cok(s)

---+ 0

into the exact sequence

o --+ F(K er(s))

---t F(L)

~ F(M) --+ F(Cok(s)) --+ 0

(2)

By assumption, F(Ker(s)) ::: Ker(Fs) and F(Co"~(s)) ::: Cok(Fs) are objects of thc
subcategory 11' which lneans that Fs E E T .
According to (a), Q ° F = FT ° Q for a uniqucly determined FT. The functor FT is
exact by Proposition 1.3.4 in [GZ] .•
We shall say that a functor F : A --+ A is cOlnpatible with localizations at 11' if F
satisfies the equivalent conditions (i), (ii) of Lelnma 6.2.1.
6.2.2. Proposition. Let 11' be any thick subcategory 0/ A and Q : A ---t AI11' a localization
at 11'. Let F be a functor from A to A compatible with Q,o i. e. Q ° F = F T ° Q for a (unique)
functor F T : AI11' --+ All'.
(a) 1f the localization Q and the fnnctor F have right adjoints, then PT has a light
adjoint.
(b) Let J-L : F ° F ---+ F be a strncture of a rnonrul in A. Then IF = (F, /1') defines
uniquely a monad lFT = (FT , JLT) in AlT such that the localizat?:on Q : A ---t AlT induces
an exact and faithfnl functor
W : lF - mod/~-l (11') ---+ 1FT - mod.
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H ere

~

is the forgetting functor lF - mod -----t A.

(b1) 1f the localization Q has a light adjoint then thc functor 'l' is an equivalence 0/
J

categories.
Proof. (a) Let Q~ and FA be right adjoints of resp. Q and F. Denote by G the
composition Q 0 F" 0 QA : AlT -----t AlT. We have canonical morphisms:

F'foG=FToQoF"oQ=QoFoFAoQA -----tQOQA -----tld A/ T

(1)

thc right arrow being thc adjunction isomorphhnn. Denote the cOlnposition of these Inorphisms (1) by f.
On thc ather hand, thcre are arraws

Q -----t Q 0 FA

0

F --t Q

0

FA

0

QA

0

Q 0 F = (Q 0 FA 0 QA

0

FT)

0

Q = Go FT 0 Q

By thc universal property of localizations, thc cornposition of arrows (2) is equal to
1]Q for a llniquely defined nlorphislll 1] : I dA/T -----t G 0 F T . It follows from the definition
of fand 1] that these morphisms are adjunction arrows (details of the checking are left to
a reader)j hence G is a left adjoint to F1f.
(b) Suppose now that lF = (F, JL) is a lllonad with an exact functor F such that
F(1') ~ T. Then thc multiplication Il determincs a 111ultiplicat.ion lL ' : FT 0 F T --t F T .
Thanks to thc equality (1), we can define a functor, cI> : lF - mod -----t F1f - mod,
by <I>(M,1n) = (Q(M), Qrn), <P f = Qf for any IF-lllodllie (M, rn) and for any lF-module
'
1l10rphism f.
Since the 10calization Q is exact, the functor cI> is exact, anel Kcr<!> = J- 1 (1r). Therefore <I> = 'lJ 0 Q', whcre Q' is a localization lF - 1nod -----t JF - mod/~-l (1') at ~-l (1'), W a
uniquely dcfined exact and faithful functor froni IF - 111,odIJ- 1 (1') to 1FT - 1nod.
(b1) Supposc now that the localization Q has a right adjoint, QA. Let 7], E denote
the adjunction morphisms rcspcctively I dA -----t Q" 0 Q and Q 0 Q" -----t I d A/ T. For any
lFT-Inodule (M, m), set <I>A(M, m) := (Q"(M), rn' ), whcre m ' is thc composition of

1}FQ"(M) : FQ"(M) -----t Q"QFQA(M),

QA FTf(M) : QAQFQA(M) = QA FTQQA(M)

-----t

Q" FT(M),

and QA m : Q" Frr(M) -----t QA(M).
One can check that the lilap (M, m) f-t (QA M, Tn ' ), f f-t QA f for any 1FT-module
(M, m) and any 1FT-nlodule nlorphisln f dcfines a functor <I>A fronl the category 1FT - mod
to lF - 1nod which is right adjoint to the functor <I> defincd above. The adjunction arrows
r/ : Id --t <!>" 0 <I> and c' : «I> 0 <I>A -----t Id are incluccd frOIJl the adjunction arrows
respectively 1] anel f. In particular, E' is an isoInorphislll which nIeans that the functor
<I> is fully faithful. Therefore <I> is a localization (cf. [G Z], Proposition 1.1.3). Since <I> is
exact, the induced functor
'l' : 1F - mod/~-l ('Ir) -----t 1FT - n/,od
is an equivalence of categories.•
A
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A/T be an exact localization having a right adjoint. For any functor
A
A, one has an endofunctor F' = QoFo Q" : A/T
A /T. So that we have a
canonical functor morphism:
Let Q

:

F A
:

.QoF71:QoF-->FioQ.Q0F0(2-0Q,
where

71

:

(1)

Q is an adjunction arrow.

IdA

6.2.3. Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent:
oQ = Q oF o Q" oQ is an isomorphism.
(i) The morphism := Q o Frl QoF ->
(ii) There is a functor G A/T --4 A/T such that QoF G o Q.
(iii) There exists a functor FT A/T -4 A/T uniquely determined by the equality
FT 0Q = Q0F.
711

:

:

:

(ii) is trivial.
(iii). The isomorphism QoF GoQ shows that the functor QoF makes invertible all arrows the localization Q makes invertible. Therefore, by the universal property of
localizations, there exists a unique functor FT A/T
A/T such that Q o F = FT o Q.
(i). The equality QoF = FT o Q implies that 7/
Q o Fn = FT o Q71. But Qg
is an isomorphism (because Q" is fully faithful). Therefore 71' is an isomorphism.
Proof.

(i)<=>

:

6.2.3.1. Note. Let Q A

Q.

B be a functor having a fully faithful right adjoint,
Then, for any functor G : B --> B, the functor G" := Q" oGoQ :A
A has the desired
property: Q o G" = Q o Q" o G o Q =Go Q. This follows from the fact that the adjunction
morphism e Q o
Id6 is, thanks to the full faithfulness of Q.', an isomorphism (cf.
[GZ], Proposition 1.1.3).
:

6.2.3.2. Remark. Let

->

-p

A
B be a functor having a fully faithful right adjoint,
Q. And let F : A -+ A be any endofunctor. Consider the full subcategory C = CF of A
generated by all objects X of A such that the canonical morphism
Q

:

Q o F71(X)

:

Q o

QoFo Q" o Q(X)

F(X)

is an isomorphism. Note that, thanks to the full faithfulness of Q", the functor Q" takes
values in C. In particular, the restriction, QF, of the functor Q to C has a fully faithful
right adjoint,
=
le
the corestriction of Q" to C); i.e. QF is a localization of C
with the same quotient category B.
The restriction of the functor F to C is compatible with the functor (localization)
Q. Which means that there exists a functor F' B
B (F' = Q o F o 0") such that
F'oQIc Q o F lc.

(

:

Proposition. (a)

Let F ,A
A be an exact A- -functor. Then, for any
A/T at a Serre subcategory T of A, there exists a unique exact
functor FT A/T
A/T such that Q o F = FT°Q(b) Suppose that the subcategory T is 'localizable'; i.e. the localization Q A
A/T
has a right adjoint. Then FT E ObA- . Moreover, if F E Ob6,(") , where n is any positive
integer, then FT E ObA(n) If F E ObAc° , then FT E ObA'

6.2.4.

localization Q

:

:

A

:

:

.
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(c) Let JF = (F,
be a 13- -monad such that the functor F is exact. Then, for any
Serre subcategory T, the monad F induces a monad FT in the quotient category A/T and a
canonical exact and faithful functor
F

T

- mod/r1(T)

IFT

- mod.

Suppose that the subcategory T is localizable. Then the functor T T is an equivalence
of categories. And FT is a D -- monad.
If F is a differential monad, then FT is differential.

Proof. (a) Suppose that

F

Then, by Lemma 6.1.1, any Serre subcategory T
of A is F-stable. It follows now from Lemma 6.2.1 and Propositions 6.2.2 that QoF = FroQ
for a unique functor FT. According to Proposition 1.3.4 in [GZ], the functor FT is exact.
(b) Suppose now that T is localizable, and fix a right adjoint Q" to Q. Note that,
thanks to the exactness of Q, the functor G F H Q o F o Q- from EndA to EndAIT is
exact. Moreover, since Q respects colimits, the functor G enjoys the same property.
For any family Q C EndA, denote by S(t) the minimal Serre subcategory of EndA
contained 52. Note that ObS(52) is obtained from Q by taking subquotients, direct sums,
and supremums. Since the functor G is compatible with these operations, the image
L(S(Q)) of S(52) is contained in S(r(52)) and the embedding L(S(Q)) C S(G(11)) is an
equivalence. Applying this observation to Q = {IdA }, we see that G assigns to any functor
from A- a functor from A-.
This shows also that, for all n E Z+, G sends A(") into A(n). Therefore G sends A"
into A'.
It follows from Lemma 6.2.3 that L(F) is canonically isomorphic to FT whenever FT
exists. This implies the assertions of (b).
(c) The functor "T being an equivalence of categories follows from Proposition 6.2.2.
The rest follows from (b).
E ObA(Th).

:

6.2.5. Remarks and observations. Proposition 6.2.3 is a fundamental fact having one
annoying condition - that of the differential functor F being exact. The following two
lemmas provide a partial remedy.

6.2.5.1. Lemma. Let F

a functor from A to A; and let T be a thick subcategory
of A stable with resp. to the functor F. Any of the following conditions garantees the
compatibility of F with the localization at T:
Y, the object Ker(Ff)
(a) For any monomorphism (resp. epim,orphism) f X
(resp. Cok(F f)) belongs to the subcategory T.
(b) The functor F is right exact and S1F(T) C T. Here S1F is the left satellite of F.
(c) The functor F is left exact and, for any object X of T, there exists an injective
embedding X
M in A such that M E ObT (for instance, an injective hull of any object
of T belongs to T).
(d) Both S1F and S1 F exist, and the subcategory T is stable with respect to S1F and
be

:

S'F.
Proof. (a) The condition (a) implies that the functor Q o F sends epimorphisms
into epimorphisms and monomorphisms into monornorphisms. Thus Q o F is an exact
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functor annihilating the subcategory T which implies that Q o F(s) is invertible for any
s E ET :=
E HomA Ker(s), Cok(s) E ObT}. Therefore, by the universal property of
localizations, Q o F= FT o Q for a unique functor FT.
Y be an epimorphism in A such that K = Ker(s) is an object of T.
(b) Let s X
Since the functor F is right exact, the sequence
I

:

F(K)

F(X)

-4 F(Y) -4 0

(1)

Applying to (1) the localization Q = Q', and using that Q is exact and, by
assumption, F(K) E ObT, hence Q o F(K) = 0, we get an exact sequence
is exact.

0

->

QF(X)Q4` QF(Y)

0

i.e. QFs is an isomorphism. Note that S1F is not used in this argument.
V is a monomorphism such that W
Cok(t) E ObT.
Suppose now that t : X
Then we have an exact sequence

S1F(W)

F(X)

F(V)

F(W).

(2)

Applying to (2) the functor Q and using the fact that S1F(W) and F(W) belong to
T, hence QS1F(W) = 0 = QF(W), we obtain that QF(t) is an isomorphism.
It remains to notice that any morphism u of A such that Ker(u) and Cok(u) are objects
of T, has a decomposition u = t o s, where s is an epimorphism and t is a monomorphism
such that Ker(s) and Cok(t) belong to T.
(c) The condition of (c) implies that S'F(T) C T. The assertion follows from (b) by
switching to the opposite category.
(d) The argument is similar to that of (b). We leave detailes to a reader.
the class of all functors F : A
conditions of Lemma 6.2.3. Suppose that F
G
H
of functors A
A such that F,G,K,L E 0Q. Then H E

6.2.5.2. Lemma. Let Ski

be

-+ K

A satisfying the equivalent
L is an exact sequence

S2Q.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with the canonical vertical arrows:

QoF

QoG

QoH

QoK

-4

QoL
(1)

F'oQ -+ F'oQ

F'oQ

F'oQ -->

L'

o Q

where F' =QoFoQ-, etc. (cf. Lemma 6.2.1.2.1). By assumption, all vertical arrows
except possibly the central one are isomorphisms. By the five-lemma, the central vertical
arrow is an isomorphism too.

6.3. Localization of differential .bimodules. Fix a commutative ring k. Let R be
an associative k-algebra. Set Re := R ®k R° (- enveloping k-algebra of R). Denote by
A the category R mod of left R-modules. We shall regard R.' - mod as the category
of quasi-coherent sheaves on the square of SpecR over Speck. The diagonal, AR, is the
minimal subscheme of Re - mod containing the Re-module R.

-
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6.3.1. Proposition. (a) Let M be a strongly differential R`- module. If M is flat as a
right R-module, then, for any Serre subcategory T of R - mod, the, functor MOR induces
a functor MT R
modIT
R - mod /T.
:

(b) Let R
A be an algebra morphism, such that A is a strongly differential Re module flat as a right R-module. Then, for any Serrc subcategory T of the category R-mod,
the algebra A induces a monad, AT, on R modlT.

-

Proof. The fact follows from Proposition 6.2.2 and Proposition 5.11.4.3.

6.3.2. Proposition. Let R
R' ®R is an exact localization. Then

be

an algebra morphism such that the functor Q

=

(a) Any strongly differential Re -module M which is flat as a right R-module determines
And M' is isomorphic to R' OR M
a strongly differential Ric -module M' =
OR M OR
as (R', R)-bimodules.
(b) If M E ObArt(Rn) , i.e. if NI is a strongly differential Re -module of n-th order, then
the Ric-module NI' has the same order: MI E ObArtV
(c) Let Ft -> A be an algebra morphism such that A is a strongly differential Re module flat as a right R-module. Then R' OR A has a unique k-algebra structure such that
R' OR A
R' are k-algebra morphisms. And R' OR A is a
the canonical maps A
strongly differential R'e -module.
.

-#

Proof. 1) Let M be an Re-module. By Lemma 6.2.3, the functor MOR is compatible
R mod /S iff the canonical morphism
with the localization Q I? mod

-

-

:

Q

o

(M

R)

Q o (M ®n)

oQoQ

(1)

-

-

an isomorphism. In the case when R modIS = I?' mod for some k-algebra R',
hence Q can be taken equal to R'OR, the isotnorphness of (1) means that the canonical
is

R' ®k R°-module morphism
R' ORM

R.'

ORM ORR'

(2)

an isomorphism.
(a) Let M be a strongly differential Re-module. By Proposition 6.3.1, the functor
MGR induces a functor MT, where T is the kernel of the localization Q. Since Q = R'OR
for some k-algebra morphism R
R', the canonical morphism (2) is an isomorphism.
This proves the assertion (a).
(b) The assertion (b) follows from the fact that the functor R'OR, being a localization,
is exact and, for any R'- module L, the natural R'- module morphism R' OR L -> L is an
isomorphism. In particular, we have: R' ®R R' R' R'ORR. Therefore if M E ObArtR,
i.e. M is a quotient of a direct sum of a set of copies of R, then R' OR M is a quotient of a
direct sum of a set of copies of R'. The rest of the proof is a standart induction argument
which goes through thanks to the exactness of of the localization R'OR. Details are left
to a reader.
(c) The fact follows from (a) and the assertion (b) of Proposition 6.3.1.
is

6.3.3. Enveloping algebras and differential operators. Let U(g) be the enveloping
algebra of a Lie algebra

g

over a field k of zero characteristic.
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6.3.3.1. Proposition. Let

T : U(g) ®k R
R be a Hopf action on a k-algebra R. Let
R
R' be a k-algebra morphism such that RIOR is a localization functor (e.g. R' is a
localization of R at a left Ore set). Then the action of U(g) extends uniquely to a Hopf
action on R'.

-4

Proof. By Proposition 5.10.1, if co U(g) ®k R
R is a Hopf action of U(g) on
a k-algebra 1?, then U(g) acts by strongly differential operators. Therefore the crossed
product R#U(g) acts on R by strongly differential operators. Note that R#U(g) is a flat
right (and left) R-module. By Proposition 6.3.2, R' ®R R#U(g) has a uniquely defined
structure of a k-algebra such that R'
R'
R#U(g) is an algebra morphism turning
1?' OR R#U(g) into a strongly differential R'`-bimodule.
For any R#U(g)-module M, the algebra le 0 R.R#U (g) acts on R' ®RM. In particular,
we have a uniquely defined action
of U(g) on R' by strongly differential operators. We
claim that TI is a Hopf action.
Denote for convenience U(g) by U and R#U(g) by I.I.
1) Let (M,p:U0M-4M) be an U-module. Then the composition
:

U

(le

M) -14 U

U

defines an action of R' ®R II on R'

M

(-

0 (U

M

(1)

the 'tensor action') which we denote by

Ti ® p.

M)

(R1

Ri)

(U

M)

Clearly the diagram

0R tog (le

M)

7' Op

/?'

A/

mf

R' OR M
(2)

ite (R

TOp

m)

M

R

commutes. Applying the localization functor /?'0R
(2), we obtain the diagram

R' 00.10

(R.'

M)

r'Op
R1

:

R' OR

®

(R0 M)

R

114-

R mod -> R

0M

rni

mod to the diagram

R' 0R M
(3)

T

TOP

rn

M

in

M)

with all vertical arrows isomorphisms. Here we are using the fact that the functor R' ®R
is idempotent: R'
R'. This shows that the localization of the natural ('tensor')
action of U := R#U is the natural action of R' ®R U. Now the commutativity of the
diagram
1.10 (R

70p

M)

m

R

M
711.

p

it 0 M
41

(4)

implies the commutativity of the corresponding localizecl diagram

11 f6) (R f6) M)
R' ®R U® rn'
R'

f6)R

1

R' ®nU0 (R'0n M)
This shows in particulaI' (for M

= R' and

T'0p
--t

pi
-t

R'®M

l

1n

(5)

R'®RM

p induceel by r) that r' is a Hopf action. _

6.3.4. The commutative case. Propositions 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 providc the following
assertion.
6.3.4.1. Proposition. Let R be a eomrnutative k-algebra. And let M be a differential
Re -module which is flat as a right R-module. Then
(a) Far any Serre subeategory 1r 0 f A, the funetor M ® R induces a (unique up to
isomorphism) differential functor My : AlT ----1 AlT.
1f M E Obß';), then MT E Obß(n).
(b) 1f the quotient catego'rlj AlT is equivalent to R' - Tnod for sorne R-algebra R', then
MT is isomorphie to the functor R' ®R M®n·
Froo/. Thc fact follows from Propositions 6.3.1 anel 6.3.2 and the coincedence, for a
commutative ring R, of the subcategory ArtR of artinian RC-lnoelules anel the diagonal
ßR. -

6.3.4.2. Remark. One can show (using Lemlna 6.2.5.1) that if A ----1 AlT is a localization at a principal open set (i.e. a localization at any finitely gcneratcd multiplicative set),
thCIl one can drop thc right flatness condition in Proposition 6.3.4.1. Since the principal
open sets fonn a base of tbe Zariski topology of schen1cs, they provide satisfactory 'local
properties' of differential binlOdules and, in particular, of differential operators. Thus, in
thc cOffilnutative casc, the necessity to switch to dcrivccl catcgories is first manifested in
the non-affine situation. In thc noncommutativc case the principal open sets do not make
much sense in general. Therefore we have to work in tbe clerived categories already in
thc affine case. Consiclering that the diagonal D..R is not Zariski closed if the ring R is
noncommutative, this is not vcry surprizing. _
6.4. Localization of differential actions in derived categories of categories of
modules. Let k be a cOlnn1utative ring, R a k-algebra. Let A = R - mod - the category
of left R-modules; and let 8 = Re - mod, wherc RC := R ®k RO. The natural action

(we identify 8 with the corresponding full subcategory ofthe category R-bi of R-bimodules)
is an action of the monoidal category Re-rnodules, 8- = (8, ®R, R), on A. This action
incluces an action
of the monoidal derived category

1)- (8)

of thc bouncled froll1 above complexes over 8 on

f)-(A).
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Fix a Serre subcategory § of A. And let Bs denote the fuIl subcategory of B generated
by aIl Re-modules M such that the functor M0n preserves §. Denote by 1)-§ the fuIl
subcatcgory of1)-(A) generated by aIl complexcs X of R-lnodules such that Hn(x) E ObS
for aIl n. RecaIl that ::D-§ is a thick subcategory of 1)- (A). By astandart argument
(using spectral sequence) one can show that thc action of the subcatcgory 1)- Bs of 1)- (8)
preservcs 11-S; i.e. thc restriction to 11- Bs x 1)-g of the functor 0~ : 1)- (B) x 11- (A) ---+
1)- (A) takes values in 1)-S.
One of consequellces of this fact is the following
6.4.1. Proposition. For any Serre subcatego17}
on 1)- (A) induces an action 0/1)- Bs

0/ A =

R - rnorl, the action 0/1)- B s
on the quotient tnangulated category
§

1'- Bs x ::D- (A)I1'-§ ---+ 1'- (A)/1'-S.
In parlicular, it induces an action
modules on 1'- (A) 11'-§.

0/ the

catcgory A1't R

0/ strongly

differential R C _

Proposition. Let IF = (F, J.L) be an algebra in j"J- Es (i. e. IF is an algebra in
the monoidal category 1'- (Bf such that F E Ob:D- Bs). Then IF determines a monad
IFs = (Fs, J-Ls) on 1)- (A)tn-S.
A localization Q l' - (A) ---+ ::0 - (A) 11) - § induces an equivalence 0 f triangulated
categories
\lJ : IF - 1nod/~-1 (j"J-'Jr) ---+ IFs - 1nod,
6.4.2.

where ~ is a jorgetting functor IF - mod ---+ j"J- (A).
Froof. Thc assertion can be proved by the argunlent used for a siInilar statmnent in

Proposition 6.2.2 .•
Dcnote by (1)- (B) thc fuIl subcategory of j"J- (8) generateel by all complexes X of
RC-modules such that HU(X) is a strongly differential bilnodule for all n.
be an algebra in B = R C -r71od such that F is a strongly
differential R C -module. Then, for any Serre suhcategory 1[' 01 A = R - mod, IF induces a
unique 1Lp to isomorphisrn monad IFy = (FT , MT) on the triangulaterl category 1)- (A) 11)-1['.
A localization Q 1) - (A) --+ 1) - (A) 11) - T induccs an equivalence 0 f triangulated
categories
W : IF - mod/~-l('Jr) --7 IFT - 'fnod,
where ~ is a forgetting /unctor IF - mod ---+ 1'- (A).

6.4.3. Corollary. Let IF

= (F, J-L)

Note by passing that the triangulated category 1)- (A) 1::O-Y is natllrally eqllivalent
to the dcrived category 1'-(AI'Jr). And this is true in the general case, when A is an
arbitrary abelian category, S is a thick subcategory in A, anel 1[' is the corresponding thick
subcategory in 1)-(A) (cf. [BO]).
6.5. Localization of differential operators. Thc (not nccessarily strongly) differential
bimodulcs are compatiblc with localizations givcn by R'®n for an algebra 1110rphis111 R ---+
R' such that R' is a Rat left R-module as weIl. For instancc, R' is thc localization of R at
a left and right Ore set.
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6.5.1. Proposition. Let R --+ R' be an algebra morphism such that the /unctor Q
R' ® R is an exaet localization and R' is flat as a left R-rnodulc too. Then

=

(a) For any Rt-module M which belongs to ~R. , the functor M(2)R is eompatible with
the localization Q = R'(2)R. And Q 0 (M®n) ~ lvJ'®R" where lvI' = R' ®R M ®R R'. The
ean 0 nical (R', R) - bimodule rnorphism R' ® R M --+ R' ® R. M ® n R' is an is omorphisrn.
(b) 1f M E Ob~~), i. e.

if M is a differential R C -module of n-th order, then the

R't -module M' has the same order: M' E Ob~ ~~) .
(c) Let <p : R --+ A be a differential algebra (i.e. <p is a k-algebra morphism tuming
A into a differential R t -module. Then R' ®R. A has a nnique k-algebra structure such that
the eanonical maps A --+ R' ®R A ~ R' a1'e k-algebrn morphisms. And R' ®n A is a
differential R'c -module.
Proof. (a) Considcr the fuU subcategory ,3 of R C

-

n~od

gcneratcd by all modules M

such that the canonical (R', R)-bitnodule lnorphisnl

(1)

R' ®nM --+ R ' ®nM®nR'

is an iSOI110rphisnl. It follows from the exactness of the fUllctors R ' ® Rand ® nR' that :=: is a
Berre subcategory of thc catcgory Rt -moli. Billce,3 contains thc RC-1nodule R, it contains
the Serre subcategory ~R' According to thc part 1) of thc proof of Proposition 6.3.2, the
functor M®n is compatible with the localization R'®n if and only if the nlorphism (1) is
an isomorphism. This proves the assertion (a).
The assertions (b) and (c) are proved by the saUle arglunent as thc corrcsponding
assertions of Proposition 6.3.2.•

6.5.2. Proposition. Let R --+ R ' be an algeb1'a nto1]Jhism such that the functor

Q = R ' @ R : R - rnod --+ R' - mod
is an exact localization and the R' is flat as a left R-rnodule. Let M' be a differential
R 't -module. A nd let M := Q ~ (M') dif f (i. e. 1\1 is th e differential part 0 f the Re-module
M'). Then the eanonical morphisrn <p : R' ® R M --+ M' ü; an 1:somoryJhism of Re -modules.
Moreover, the isomoryJhism <p induces, for any n 2:: 0, an isonLorphisrn R ' ®R Mn - t M:1 ,
where
a (resp. Mn) denotes the ~ ~~+1) - (resJ1.~ };+1) -) to1"t;ion 0/ M' (resp. of M).

M:

Proof. (i) First wc shall prove the fact for artinian RC-Illodules.
Let M' be any artinian R't-Inodulcj Lc. there cxists an R 't -ll1odulc epimorphism
(v)R' --+ M' for sonle ordinal v (as usual, (v)R ' dcnotcs thc dircct sum of v copies of
R' ). Wc can include this epinlorphisIn iuto a COllullutativc diagTaITI with exact rows:

o
o

-t

---t

K'

r

K

--+

(v)R'

-t

r
(v)R

--+

M'

--+

r
M

--+

0

(1)
---t

0

Here the upper row is rcgarded as a sequcnce of RC-n1odulc 1110rphismsj K is thc
pull-back of thc corresponding nlorphisms. ThllS M is a.n artinian Rt-module, and in the
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corresponding commutative diagram

-4

K'

--+

(v)R'

-4

M'

0

(2)

K

OR

0

-#

R' OR (OR

R1

oft M

0

the central vertical arrow is, obviously, an isomorphism. Since R'On is an exact localization, for any R'- module L, the canonical epiniorphism R' OR L
L is an isomorphism,
and R'OR sends universal squares into universal squares. Therefore the left vertical arrow
is an isomorphism too. This implies, since both rows of (2) are exact, that the right vertical
arrow is an isomorphism.
(ii) Let now K' be any R"- module from the diagonal Am. According to Proposition
5.11.4.1, K is a submodule of an artinian R"-module M'. By (i), there exists an artinian
M' such that the canonical RicRe-module M and an Re-module monomorphism M
module morphism
®R M
M' is an isomorphism. Let K be a pull-back of the
M. Then K is an Re-submodule of M, hence K E
Re-module morphisms K'
M'
K' is an isomorphism
OR K
ObAR; and the canonical (R', R)- bimodule morphism
(cf. the argument in (i)).
(iii) Assume now that the fact is true for all L' E ObA(',). Let M' belong to ObArl);
i.e. there exists an exact sequence of R'`- modules

K'

0

with L'

E

ObA(i) and K'

E

M'

-> L'

0

(3)

ObARi. Consider the diagram with exact rows

M'

0

->

L'

-->

0

(4)

M

K

0

0

where K is the AV-torsion of the Re-module K1, and L is the AR-torsion of the Re -> L' K'. We have
module V Finally, M is the pull-back of the morphisms
the commutative diagram with exact rows
.

0

-+

K'

0

-.

--f

RI OR

1

-4
K

-

/IT

I

RI OR M

-}

-)

Ri OR L

-).

0

--

0

(5)

Since the right and the left vertical arrows are isomorphisms, the central vertical arrow
is an isomorphism too.
(iv) Let M` E ObAe'R",. Set M = sup{Mti n > 0 }, where M,, is the A(;+1)-torsion of
the Re-module M'; and let Mn is the Ari(n,"-torsion of M'. Then, by (iii), the canonical
morphism R' OR M
M,f, is an isomorphism for all n. This implies that the canonical

morphism

R' OR M =

COliI11{ RI

®R

M

n > 0}
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colim{ MnI n > 0} = M'

is

an isomorphism.

The following version of Proposition 6.5.2 for strongly differential bimodules does not
require R' to be a fiat left R-module..

6.5.2.1. Proposition. Let R

be

RIOR R

Q

:

an algebra morphism such that the functor

- mod

- mod

is an exact localization. Let M' be a strongly differential R'' -module. And let M :=
OR M
is an isomorphism
Arty?(Q^(M')). Then the canonical morphism
of
-modules. Moreover, the isomorphism co induces, for any n > 0, an isomorphism
R' OR Mn
Mn, where Mn is the ArtS;;1) -torsion of M' and, similarly, Mn is the
Art(R + 1) -torsion of M.
{Jo

:

Proof. The assertion follows from the part (i) and a simplified version of the parts
(iii) and (iv) of the argument of Proposition 6.5.2.

6.5.2.2. Note. If

f

-4

R
R' is any morphism of commutative algebras, then, for
any differential Ric-module M', the Re-module M = f#M' obtained by restriction of
scalars is differential too. More generally, for any Ric-module M' and for any nonnegative
n, f#(4AR(n,)M) ,...AR(n)(jr#m) and, therefore, flt(Miff) C f#(M)diff. This follows from
z = 0 }, where KR! is the kernel of
the observation that, as a set, A(Rn,)M = {z E M
C
the multiplication R''
and f Ok f (KR) K
Clearly Proposition 6.5.2 (for a commutative R) is a consequence of this fact.
:

6.5.3. Proposition. Let R
Q

R'

an algebra morphism such that the functor

be

MDR R - mod
:

-4 - mod

is an exact localization and .1?' is flat as a left R-module.
M' is
Let M be an Re- module, M' := R' OR M OR . If the natural morphism M
)
then, for any n > 0, the morphism R` ORAR
AR`1M
M
A (Z)M' is an isomorphism.
isomorphism.
R`module
f
f
is
an
In particular, R' OR Mdiff

Proof. By Proposition 6.5.2, R' OR A(17) (Q- (M')) -> 0 (Ril)M1 is an isomorphism for
R' R M OR R' = M'.
any n. Let M be the image of the canonical morphism M
R',
Clearly 4")(M) = M n A(Rn)(Q^(M')). Note that the functor D L H R' OR L
being exact, respects pull-backs. In particular, it respects intersections. Note that
:

R' OR M OR

n R' OR A(Rn)(62(111')) = R' OR A(Rn)((i(m'))

It follows that in the commutative diagram
R.' OR A(Rn)(M)

®n R`

_4
Or,

R' OR ASV (M)

3
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R' OR

AS.7)

((Q(Mt))

A (iTzt) Afi

both vertical arrows and the upper horizontal arrow are isomorphisms. Therefore, for all
(To
n, the morphism
R' OR AR M
A(RThr)Aft is an isomorphism. This implies that the
is an isomorphism.
canonical morphism
RI ®R
ff
:

A similar argument proves the following version of 6.5.5 for strongly differential parts

of bimodules.

6.5.3.1. Proposition. Let R
Q

-+ R'

=

an algebra morphism such that the functor

be

OR R
:

- mod

I?'

- mod

is an exact localization and R' is flat as a left R-module.
M'
Let M be an Re-module, M' := R' OR M OR R'. If the natural morphism M
Art(Rn,)M1 is an
is injective, then, for any n > 0, the morphism R' OR ii.71(;i1)Af
Artyfi(M') is an R'`- module
isomorphism. In particular, the map R' OR Artyf(M)

isomorphism.

6.5.4. Proposition. Let R
Q

R'

be

an algebra morphism such that the functor

= R'OR R
:

- mod

- mod ->

is an exact localization. Let L be a coherent R-module (i.e. there exists an exact sequence
Fo
L
0, where Fi are free modules of finite type). Then, for any R-module
N, the natural Re -module morphism

-4

Homk(L, N)

Homk(R.1 OR L,

R' OR

AT)

induces, for all n > 0, isomorphisms

R' OR Di f f;,(L N)
,

In particular,

we have an

-# Dif f;:(R' OR L, R' OR N).

R "- module isomorphism

R' OR Dif f (L, N)
P

-4 Di f

OR L,

OR N).

Here Dif fs (resp. Di f f.:,) denotes strongly differential operators (resp. strongly differential operators of order no greater than n).
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 6.5.3.1, it suffices to show that the strongly differential
part of the Re-module Hoink(k OR L, OR N) is contained in the image of the morphism

R"

® Homk(L,

N)

Homk(R' OR L, R' ®n N).

M be an artinian Re-module. And let 0 M
an Re-module morphism. We claim that the image of 0
(a) Let

:

(1)

Homk (RI OR L,
®n N) be
is contained in the image of the

canonical map (1).
In fact, since there is an Re-module epimorphism of a direct sum of a set of copies
of R onto M, we can assume that M = R. And any Re-module morphism from R to
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HOIllk(Ri OR L, R' OR N) is uniquely defined by the value, f , of the identity of Re, and,
therefore, rf = fr for all r E R; i.e. f E Homn(R'
L,
OR N). Since R' ®R is a

localization, the canonical map
Horn R' (R' ®R L,
is an isomorphism;
Since L is a finitely

Ft

N)

HOIT

®R

and Homw(R' ®R L, R' ®R N) is isomorphic to Horian(L,R' OR N).
generated R-module, the morphism

R' ®R HOMR(L, N)
is

R(Ir OR L, R'

an epimorphism.
(b) Let 0

HomR(L R' ®R N)
,

M"

M

-

an exact sequence in RC
mod such
that M" is artinian and M' E ObArtSiii) Let f : M
Homk(R' ®R L, R' ®R N) be
an Re-module morphism and the composition f o t takes values in the image of (1). This
means that f induces a (unique) Re-module morphism, f", from M" to the cokernel, T, of
(1). Since M" is artinian, it is generated by its central elements. Fix any central element
x' E M ". Let x E M be a preimage of x' and set f := f (x). The morphism fx has the
property: fsr rf, E Im(f o t) for all r ER.
(bl) Let L be a free R-module of finite type with free generators {ei i E J }. Let g,
denote the R`-module morphism
OR L
R' OR N such that gz(ei) = Mei) for all
i El Then fz E gx + Im(f o b). Since the image of f o r, is contained in the image of the
map (1) and g, belongs to the image of (1) (cf. (a)) f, belongs to the image of (1).
This proves the proposition in the case when L is a free R-module of a finite rank.
(b2) The general case. Let L be an arbitrary coherent R-module; i.e. there exists an
exact sequence of R-module morphisms
0, where Fi are free modules
F0
L
of finite type. Then we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows
0 be

.

,

0-4

Harnk (Fe ORL,Ri OR N)

0-4

R" One Homk(L,RIORN)

Hoink (1{1OR Fo,RIORN)

T

T

-->

R"G3: Re

Homk(Fo,R'ORN)

Holnk(Te ORPI,RieRN)
T

Homk(F1,1VORN)

-0
(1)

Since, according to (b1), Dif f5(le OR Fi, Ri OR N) is contained in the image of
R'e OR, Homk(Fi, N), i = 0,1, the same is true for L; i.e. Di f f (RI OR L,
®R N) is
in
the
image
contained
of R'e ORe H0111k(L, N).

6.5.4.1. Proposition. Let R
R' ®R

be

an algebra morphism such that the functor

:R- mod -* R' - mod

is an exact localization (say the ring R' is the localization of R at a left. Ore set). Then
(a) The action of De (R) on R extends naturally to an action on R' giving a canonical
ring homomorphism D°(R)
D5 (R') which induces a left R'- module isomorphism R'

Ds (R').
(b) For any D5 (R)-module M, the R'- module R' OR M has a natural, in particular
DQ(R1), structure of a De (R') -module.
compatible with D° (R)

D(R)
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(c) If the ring I?' is such that the functor ORR' : mod- R --4 mod -R' is a localization
(e.g. R' is the localization of R at a left, and right Ore set), then we also get an induced
right R'- module isomorphism D5 (R)
R' -->
(M).

Proof. The assertion (a) follows from Proposition 6.5.4.
(b) The assertion (b) follows from (a).
(c) The assertion (c) is the right hand side version of (a).

Complementary facts.
C.1. Differential operators and Spec.
In the commutative case, the 'local nature' of differential operators implies that the
localization of a D-module at a point of a scheme is a D-module at this point (i.e. on the
affine scheme of the local ring at this point). This fact is, of course, quite useful, since
it allows to study D-modules 'locally', at points of underlying topological space (see, for
instance, the local criterion for holonomicity of a complex of D-modules ).
A remarkable consequence of our localization theorems is that the fact is true in
the general, noncommutative setting: localizations of (complexes of) D-modules at points
of the spectrum are (complexes of) D-modules at the points. Note however that this
important fact cannot be even formulated in the language of rings and modules. The
reason is that the category of modules over a noncommutative ring localized at a point of
the spectrum is not, usually, equivalent to a category of modules. As a result, we need to
switch from categories of modules to more general abelian categories and replace algebras
by monads and modules over algebras by modules over monads.
For the reader's convenience, we remind first what is the spectrum of an abelian
category and mention a couple of its basic properties. After that we shall formulate the
fact.

C.1.0. Preliminaries on Spec. Recall that, for any two objects X, Y of A, we write
X

Y if Y is a subquotient of a finite direct sum of copies of X (cf. Note 2.5.1). For
any X E ObA, denote by (X) the full subcategory of A such that Ob(X) = ObA {Y E
ObA Y
X} . It is easy to check that X >- Y if (Y) C (X). This observation
provides a convenient realization of the quotient of (ObA, -) with respect to the equivalence
X. Namely, (ObA, >--)/ P..- is isomorphic to
X
Y if X >- Y
relation induced by
({(X) X E ObA}, Q).
Set SpecA = {P E ObA P # 0, and for any nonzero subobject X of P, X >- P }. The
spectrum, SpecA, of the category A is the preordered set of equivalence (with respect to

-

-

:

I

I

)

classes of objects of SpecA.

C.1.0.1. Note. It follows from the definition of SpecA that any simple object (i.e. a
nonzero object without proper nonzero subobjects) belongs to the spectrum. Moreover, it
is easy to see that if M
L and M is a simple object, then either L = 0, or L is isomorphic
to a direct sum of a finite number of copies of M; in the latter case L M. In particular,
if both L and M are simple objects, then M >- L if M is isomorphic to L.
induces a canonical realization of SpecA

The canonical realization of (ObA, >-)/
(SpecA = { (P) P E SpecA},
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:

C.1.0.2. Proposition. For any P E SpecA, the subcategory (P) is a Serre subcategory of
A. If A is a category with the property (sup), then the converse is true: if X is an object
of A such that (X) is a Serre subcategory of A, then X is equivalent (in the sense of - )
to a P E SpecA; i.e. (X) = (P).
Proof. See Proposition 2.3.3 and 2.4.7 in [R].
A nonzero object X of a category A is called quasifinal if, for any nonzero object Y
of A, Y
X. The category A having quasifinal objects is called local.

One can check that all simple objects of a local category (if any) are isomorphic to
each other. In particular, the category of left modules over a commutative ring R is local
if the ring R is local.

C.1.0.3. Proposition. For any P

E

SpecA, the quotient category Al (.13 ) is local.

Proof. See Proposition 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.2 in

[11].

For more details on the spectrum of abelian categories see [R1] or [R], Chapter III.

C.1.1. Differential monads and the spectrum. The following proposition

is a conse-

quence of Proposition 6.2.4.

C.1.1.1. Proposition. Suppose that, for any P ESpecA, the localization Qp

:

A

A/P at P has a right adjoint.
(a) Let F be an exact D- -functor (i.e. F E ObA- ). Then, for any P ESpecA, there
exists a unique functor Fp A/P
A/P such that Qp o F = Fp o Qp. The functor Fp
:

for all P ESpecA.
ObA(") for some positive n, then Fp

belongs to AA-

If F
if F

E

E

ObA(")
A/P for all P ESpecA. Similarly,

ObAc , then Fp E ObAc;tip
(b) Let F = (F, p) be a D- -monad such that the functor F is exact. Then, for any
P ESpecA, the monad F induces a D- -monad Fp = (Fp, pp) on A/P. And for all P,
the canonical functor
Tp F mod/3-1 (P) -+ Fp mod
E

:

-

-

is an equivalence of categories.
If the monad F is differential, then the quotient monad Fp is differential for all

P ESpecA.
C.1.1.2. Note. If the functor F in Proposition C.1.1.1

is only right exact, then we should
modules
and
use analogs of results of Section
switch to derived categories of categories of
6.4. We leave details to the reader.

C.1.2. Remark. Proposition C.1.1.1 shows in particular that in noncommutative geometry monads and modules over monads are inavoidable substitute of algebras and modules
category A/P

- mod for

some associative ring R, the quotient
is not usually equivalent to the category of modules over any ring.

over algebras. In fact, even if A = R
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C.2. D-affinity for monads.
Working with categories of endofunctors, one can get, using quite elementary tools,
some suggestive and useful versions of important facts. One of them we have considered
in Sections 6.1, 6.2 - the compatibility of differential actions with localizations. Here we
shall discuss an elementary prototype of D-affinity.
Let Q A
B -> A; and let ri = 7h2
13 be a functor having a right adjoint,
/dB.
and e = c(2 be adjunction arrows, 71 IdA
Q- o Q, E : Q o Qn
To any functor G B
B, there corresponds a functor G" A
A defined by the
o G o Q. The map G 1-4 G" defines a functor IQ End(B)
formula: G"
End(A).
:

:

:

-4

:

:

C.2.1. Lemma. The functorlQ End(B)
E7td(A),G H ToGoQ, extends naturally
(E7td(A),0, Id). If the functor Q" is
to a rnonoidal functor (IQ, 0) (End(B), o, Id)
:

:

fully faithful, then 0 is an isomorphism.
Proof. For any G, G'

E

0(G,G'):./Q(G)o/(2(G').

0 bEnd(B), the
(Q"

morphism

oGo0o(Q- oGioQ) --*/(2(G 0G')

equals to Q-

oGoG'oQ

Q" o Q is an adjunction arrow. One can
o GeQG' o Q, where cQ IdA
check that (ZQ, 0) is a nionoiclal functor. We leave details to a reader.
If the functor Q- is fully faithful, eQ is an isomorphism; hence co, is an isomorphism.
:

= (G, tz) be a monad on B. Then IQG := (IQ(G), u'), where pi
equals to IQp.o 4(G, G), is a monad 071 A.

C.2.2. Corollary. Let

c

C.2.3. Proposition. (a) Assume the setting of Lemma C.2.1. Let G = (G, IL) be a monad
in B. Then the pair of adjoint functors (Q, 0") induces a functor, Q", from the category
IQG
Q"

:

- mod of IQG-modules to G - mod.
(b) If the functor Q" is fully faithful (i.e. Q is a localization),
IQG - mod -> G - mod is an equivalence of categories.

then the functor

Ids.
Q- o Q and c Q o QProof. Fix adjunction arrows ri IdA
IQG mod assigning to any
(a) The functor Q- induces a functor Q" G mod
M) the /QG-module /QJvf := (Q"(M),77-1'), where
G-module M = (M, 7n G(M)
m' = Q" (m 0 Ge(M)), and to any G-module morphism f the morphism Q-f
(b) Suppose now that the functor 0" is fully faithful. Recall that this means exactly
that the adjunction arrow e is an isomorphism. Therefore we can assign to any /QG-module
Al = (N, v) the G-module Q'(.A.r) := (Q(N), v'), where the action v' is the composition of
c-1G 0 Q(N) : G o Q(N) -> Q o Q- o G o Q(N) = Q 0 IQG(N) and Qv. The map Q' is
e(N) Al E ObIQG mod} is a functor
functorial. And one can check that e' = KV)
171/(M)
:= ?gm) .A4 E ObG mod} is
isomorphism from Q' o Q" to /dG_mod, and Tit =
a functor morphism from IdzGQ -mod to Q" o Q. It follows that c' and 7/' are adjunction
arrows between functors Q' and Q". Since E is an isomorphism, c' is an isomorphism which
means that the functor Q" is fully faithful. Therefore Q' is a localization which makes
-+ (N', Li') the localization Q
invertible exactly those /QG-module morphisms s (N,
makes invertible.
:

:

:

-

-

:

I

:
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-

We claim that Q's is invertible only if s is invertible.
In fact, let s : (N, v) =
= (N', vi) be an /0G-module morphism such that
Qs is invertible. Note that the action v : G(N)
N is a coequalizer of the pair of
morphisms Gv, it(N) : G o G(N)
G(N). Thus we have a commutative diagram with
exact rows:

-4

G

0

G(N)

1,(N)-Gu

.7,2Go,72G(4)

G o G(N1)

v

G(N)

s

JQC (8)1
µ {N' } -Gv'

N
(1)

N'

G(N')

Note that the vertical arrows of (1) are invertible, since /42Gs :=
o G o Qs and Qs
This implies that s is invertible.
It follows from the universal property of localizations that a localization is an equivalence of categories if it makes invertible only invertible arrows.
is invertible.

C.2.3.1. Note. Proposition C.2.3 is true without any restriction on the categories involved. For instance, they might be non-additive. In the latter case, the left horizontal
arrows in the diagram (1) should be replaced by the corresponding double arrows.
C.2.4. Interpretations. The functor

having a right adjoint Qn can be
regarded as an inverse image functor of a morphism from B to A (then Q" is a direct image
functor of this morphism; cf. [R], Ch.VII). Note that the pair Q, Q" determines a pair of
adjoint functors
:

End(A)

End(B), F

Qo

Fo

Q

:

A

.6

:

,

End(B)

End(A), G

1-*

Q-

o G o Q.

(1)

Thus the functor Q'" might be viewed as a direct image functor of a morphism from
End(B) to End(A). The monad /0G = (/0G, it')
(Q"(G), it') corresponding to a
monad 6 = (G, p) on B (cf. Proposition C.2.3) can be regarded as the direct image
(sometimes as global sections) of the monad G. This way Proposition 6.5.3 might be
interpreted as "6- affinnity of B over A ".
Unfortunately, we do not work usually with the whole category of endomorphisms.
Instead, we are interested in endomorphisms which have right adjoint. And, in general,
the restriction of the 'direct image functor' Q'" (see (1)) to the full subcategory nO(B) of
End(B) generated by functors having a right adjoint does not take values in i-iD(A). It
does, however, if the functor Q" has a right adjoint, as one can see from (1). In this case
we call the morphism B -> A affine.
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